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INTRODUCTION

It is a matter of great happiness that we can now present this compilation of discourses enti-
tled The Nectar of Govinda-l�l� before our Vai§Ãava readers. This material was spoken originally
in Hindi by one of the most prominent Vai§Ãava �c�ryas of the modern era, oµ vi§Ãup�da
paramahaµsa parivr�jak�c�rya a§ ottara-�ata �r� �r�mad Bhaktived�nta N�r�yaÃa Mah�r�ja.

�r�la N�r�yaÃa Mah�r�ja appeared in the ancient village of Tew�r�pura in the Indian state of
Bih�r on Maun� Am�vasy� in the year 1920. Located in this sacred village was the ��rama of
Vi�v�mitra å§i which Bhagav�n �r� R�macandra graced with His lotus feet. �r�la Mah�r�jaÕs par-
ents were Vai§Ãava br�hmaÃas and from early childhood he showed great enthusiasm for spiri-
tual topics. He received initiation from his guru, �r� �r�mad Bhakti Praj��na Ke�ava Gosv�m�, on
Gaura-p�rÃim� in 1947 and was initiated into the sanny�sa order seven years later. Since then
�r�la Mah�r�ja has preached extensively all over India, and is especially renowned for his annual
parikram� of Vraja-maÃ¶ala during the month of K�rttika. He has translated and published
numerous Vai§Ãava literatures in Hindi, but it is the quality of his hari-kath� which especially dis-
tinguishes him. �r�la Mah�r�ja possesses a unique ability to explain Gau¶�ya Vai§Ãava siddh�nta
and a simply extraordinary ability to describe the pastimes of �r� R�dh�-K¨§Ãa. For this reason it
is our firm conviction that this publication will prove to be very beneficial for the sincere s�d-
haka.

Also included here is the beautiful maºgal�caraÃa which �r�la Mah�r�ja sings before deliver-
ing his lecture. I would like to express my gratitude to �r�mat� ��� N�r�yaÃa (M.A. in Sanskrit)
for assisting with the translation, to �r�m�n �lw�rn�tha d�sa V�nac�r� for editing this material,
to �r�mat� Ya�od�-gop�-dev� d�s� for proofreading it, and to �r�m�n Nav�na-k¨§Ãa d�sa Brah-
mac�r� for composing �r�la N�r�yaÃa Mah�r�jaÕs praÃ�ma-mantra. It is the earnest prayer of all
of us who have prepared this publication that �r�la N�r�yaÃa Mah�r�ja himself, who is the very
embodiment of a rasika Vai§Ãava, will be pleased with our efforts.

Vai§Ãava d�s�nud�sa,

Prema-vil�sa d�sa

Completed on September 29, 1993, the anniversary of the disappearance day of �r�la Harid�sa
æh�kura.
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�r�-k¨§Ãa-l�l� kathane sudak§aµ
aud�rya-m�dhurya guÃai�ca yuktam

varaµ varenyaµ puru§aµ mah�ntaµ
n�r�yaÃaµ tvaµ �iras� nam�mi

I bow down and place my head at the feet of �r� �r�mad Bhaktived�nta N�r�yaÃa Mah�r�ja,who
is supremely expert in describing k¨§Ãa-l�l�, who is always relishing the sweetness of K¨§Ãa and
mercifully distributing that sweetness to others,and who is the best of great personalities.
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Maºgal�caraÃa

oµ aj��na-timir�ndhasya
j��n��jana-�al�kay�

cak§ur unmilitaµ yena
tasmai �ri-gurave namaú

I offer my most humble daÃ¶avat-praÃ�ma unto �r� Guru, who has opened my eyes, which
were blinded by the darkness of ignorance, with the torchlight of knowledge.

v��ch�-kalpatarubhya� ca
k¨p�-sindhubhya eva ca
patit�n�µ p�venebhyo

vai§Ãavebhyo namo namaú

I offer praÃ�ma to the Vai§Ãavas who just like desire trees can fulfil the desires of everyone
and who are full of compassion for conditioned souls.

namo mah�-vad�ny�ya
k¨§Ãa-prema-prad�ya te
k¨§Ã�ya k¨§Ãa-caitanya-

n�mne gaura-tvi§e namaú

I offer praÃ�ma to �r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu, who is K¨§Ãa Himself. He has assumed the
golden hue of �r�mat� R�dhik� and is munificently distributing k¨§Ãa-prema.

he k¨§Ãa karuÃ�-sindho
d�na-bandho jagat-pate

gope�a gopik�-k�nta
r�dh�-k�nta namo Õstu te

I offer praÃ�ma to �r� K¨§Ãa, who is an ocean of mercy, the friend of the distressed and the
source of all creation. He is the master of the gopas and the lover of the gop�s headed by �r�-
mat� R�dhik�.
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tapta-k��cana-gaur�ºgi
r�dhe v¨nd�vane�vari
v¨§abh�nu-sute devi

praÃam�mi hari-priye

I offer praÃ�ma to �r�mat� R�dhik�, whose complexion is like molten gold and who is the
queen of V¨nd�vana. She is the daughter of V¨§abh�nu Mah�r�ja and is very dear to �r� K¨§Ãa.

h� devi! k�ku-bhara-gadgaday�dya v�c�
y�ce nipatya bhuvi daÃ¶avad udbha �rtiú

asya pras�dam abudhasya janasya k¨tv�
g�ndharvike! tava gane ganan�µ vidhehi

O Devi G�ndharvike! In utter desperation I throw myself on the ground like a stick and with a
choked voice humbly implore You to please be merciful to this fool and count me as one of Your
own.

aºga-�y�malima-cha �bhir abhito mand�k¨tend�varaµ
j�¶yaµ j�gu¶a-roci§�µ vidadhataµ patt�mbarasya �riy�
v¨nd�raÃya-niv�sinaµ h¨di lasad-d�m�bhir �modaraµ

r�dh�-skandha-nive�itojjvala-bhujaµ dhy�yema d�modaram

Whose dark bodily lustre is millions of times more beautiful than the blue lotus flower, whose
refulgent yellow garments rebuke the radiance of golden kuºkuma, whose residence is �r�
V¨nd�vana-dh�ma, whose chest is beautified by a swinging vaijayant� garland, and whose splen-
dorous left hand rests upon the right shoulder of �r�mat� R�dhik�ÑI meditate upon that �r�
D�modara.

bhakty� vih�n� apar�dha-lak§yaiú
k§ipt�� ca k�m�di taraºga madhye
k¨p�-mayi! tvam �araÃaµ prapann�

v¨nde! numaste caraÃ�ravindam

Devoid of devotion and guilty of committing unlimited offences, I am being tossed about in
the ocean of material existence by the turbulent waves of lust, anger, greed, and so forth. There-
fore, O merciful V¨nd�-devi! I take shelter of you and offer praÃ�ma unto your lotus feet.
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guruve gauracandr�ya
r�dhik�y�ya tad�yay�ya
k¨§Ã�ya k¨§Ãa bhakt�ya

tad-bhakt�ya namo namaú

I offer praÃ�ma to �r� Gurudeva, �r� Gauracandra, �r�mat� R�dhik� and Her associates, �r�
K¨§Ãa and His devotees, and to all Vai§Ãavas.

vair�gya-yug-bhakti-rasaµ prayatnair
ap�yayan m�m anabh�psum andham

k¨p�mbhudhir yaú para-duúkha-duúkhi
san�tanaµ taµ prabhum ��ray�mi

I was unwilling to drink the nectar of bhakti possessed of renunciation, but �r� San�tana
Gosv�m�, being an ocean of mercy who cannot tolerate the sufferings of others, made me drink
it. Therefore I take shelter of him as my master.

�r�-caitanya-mano-Õbh�§ aµ
sth�pitaµ yena bh�tale

svayaµ r�paú kad� mahyaµ
dad�ti sva-pad�ntikam

When will �r� R�pa Gosv�m�, who has established the mission in this world that fulfils the
internal desire of �r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu, give me shelter at his lotus feet?

yaµ pravrajantam anupetam apeta-k¨tyaµ
dvaip�yano viraha-k�tara �juh�va

putreti tan-mayatay� taravo Õbhinedus
taµ sarva-bh�ta-h¨dayaµ munim �nato Õsmi

I offer praÃ�ma to �r� �ukadeva Gosv�m�, who can enter the hearts of all living entities. When
he left home without undergoing the purificatory processes such as accepting the sacred
thread, his father Vy�sa cried out, ÒOh my son!Ó As if they were absorbed in that same feeling
of separation, only the trees echoed in response to his call.
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tavaiv�smi tavaiv�smi
na j�v�mi tvay� vin�
iti vij��ya dev� tvaµ

naya m�µ caraÃ�ntikam

I am Yours! I am Yours! I cannot live without You! O Devi (R�dhe), please understand this
and bring me to Your feet.
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Chapter One

man-man� bhava

Always Think of Me 

Recently, by the desire of Bhagav�n, we had to leave V¨nd�vana for some time, but wher-
ever we go, we always remember V¨nd�vana. The scriptures describe many spiritual
places, but in the entire brahm�Ã¶a there is no place like V¨nd�vana. He who knows the

glories of V¨nd�vana will understand this, and especially one who has received the mercy of
V¨nd�vana will understand this. In his �r� V¨nd�vana-mahim�m¨ta, �r�la Prabhod�nanda Sara-
svat� has written that V¨nd�vana is our everything, and not just the village of V¨nd�vana, but the
entire Vraja-maÃ¶ala. Especially Nanda-gr�ma, Var§�Ã�, R�dh�-kuÃ¶a, �y�ma-kuÃ¶a, Girir�ja
Govardhana: they are all included within V¨nd�vana. �r� K¨§Ãa and His eternal associates have
performed pastimes there which are thoroughly unique.

For understanding these things, the instructions of the Bhagavad-g�t� serve as a foundation.
Constructed upon this foundation is the palace of the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam with its twelve floors.
There are nine storeys or cantos lower, two storeys or cantos above, and in the middle is the tenth
storey, or the Tenth Canto. Inside this there are ninety different ku�jas, which are the chapters
of the Tenth Canto. And in the centre of this are five special chambers, which are the five chap-
ters describing r�sa, where �r� R�dh� and K¨§Ãa are enjoying amorous pastimes. It appears that
R�dhik� is serving K¨§Ãa, but really K¨§Ãa is serving Her. As long as the foundation of the instruc-
tions of the Bhagavad-g�t� is not there, we will take a mundane understanding of these topics and
everything will be ruined. 

In the G�t� (18.65) we find this verse:

man-man� bhava mad-bhakto
mad-y�j� m�µ namaskuru
m�m evai§yasi satyaµ te

pratij�ne priyo Õsi me

ÒAbsorb your mind and heart in Me, become My devotee, worship Me, offer your praÃ�ma to
Me, and then certainly you will come to Me. I make this promise to you because you are very dear
to Me.Ó

This is the best of all verses in the Bhagavad-g�t�. We shouldnÕt consider the following verse
(18.66) to be the best:
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sarva-dharm�n parityajya
m�m ekaµ �araÃaµ vraja

ahaµ tv�µ sarva-p�pebhyo
mok§ayi§y�mi m� �ucaú

ÒGive up all forms of religiosityÑworldly or other-worldly, bodily or mental, varÃ��rama-
dharma, the worship of demigods and goddesses, and even the worship of N�r�yaÃa and
Dv�rak�dh��aÑand come exclusively to My shelter.Ó

Although this is the final verse, and K¨§Ãa is telling us to abandon our dharma, we may think
that some sinful reaction may come to us. But K¨§Ãa says, ÒI am responsible for that. I will excuse
you from all sins.Ó Making our parents cry, making our brothers and relatives cry, a wife making
her husband cry, a husband making his wife cry, not doing our duty to society, and not follow-
ing varÃ��rama-dharma is all adharma or non-religious, and sinful reaction will come to anyone
who does these things. But K¨§Ãa says, ÒI promise that I will at once free you from any sinful reac-
tion.Ó

The verse that we will describe here, Òman-man� bhava,Ó is even better than this verse. The
verse Òsarva-dharm�n parityajyaÓ gives instruction for �aran�gati, devotional surrender, but this
verse gives the fruit of that surrender, and is therefore even more exalted.

When we read the G�t� thoroughly, and especially when we look through the commentaries of
our �c�ryas, we see that there are five levels of instructions in the Bhagavad-g�t�. First, there are
general instructions for everyone. After this is guhy� or secret, then guhyatar or more secret,
then guhyatam or most secret, and finally sarva-guhyatam or the most secret of all secrets. These
instructions are not given in an expanded form, but in the form of s�tras or condensed verses.

sarvopani§ado g�vo
dogdh� gop�la nandanaú

p�rtho vatsaú sudh�r-bhokt�
dugdhaµ g�t�m¨taµ mahat

Bhag.-g�t�-m�h�tmyam 5

All the scripturesÑthe Vedas, Pur�Ãas, Upani§ads Ñare like a cow, and Arjuna is the calf. First
the cow feeds a little milk to her calf, and she becomes pacified by that. Then the milkman �r�
K¨§Ãa can milk the cow, and keep the remainder of the milk aside. Who is the remainder for?
Those that are sudh�, whose intelligence is pure. Whose intelligence is pure? The big scientists
and big scholars of this world? The Bh�gavatam doesnÕt say this. It gives the word ÔsumedhaúÕ,
and who is sumedhaú? A person who performs bhagavad-bhajana, who is rasika or expert in rel-
ishing rasa. One who has decided that engaging in bhagavad-bhajana is the essence of life is
purely intelligent, and the rest are fools. 

How are they fools? ÔGo-kharaúÕÑamongst the animals, the fool is the donkey. When we were
coming from Delhi recently, we saw a dog seated on top of a donkey, just looking around. The
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donkey was just going on its way in a relaxed fashion. Therefore the donkey is a big fool. People
load all of their rubbish and heavy things on the donkey, and it carries them. It doesnÕt do any
work with its front feet, but does everything with its hind legs, such as when it wants to kick some-
one. If you tell it to go forward it goes backward, and if you tell it to go backward it goes forward.
Such a fool it is, and similarly, those that donÕt perform bhajana of Bhagav�n are also fools. And
who is intelligent? Only those who engage in bhagavad-bhajana.

After the cow has first fed her calf a little milk, K¨§Ãa keeps the remainder in a pot for those
that are sudh�, of pure intelligence, who are dear to Him. Up to here the milk is the instructions
of the G�t�, but there is something more: on top of the milk will be the essence, the cream.
Churn that, and very soft and beautiful butter will also be produced. Along with the butter also
come some things to be discarded. Put the butter on the fire, and in the end, what will we save?
Ghee. From ghee we cannot make another thing; it is the essence. 

Vy�sa gave �ukadeva the cream and told him, ÒMy son, churn it.Ó �ukadeva took a churning
stick and slowly churned until butter was produced. He distributed this butter in the form of the
first nine cantos of the Bh�gavatam, but some people said, ÒWe will not take butter; we will accept
only the essence of butter.Ó

So to them he gave the remainder of the Bh�gavatam, and therefore the remainder of the Bh�-
gavatam is so much greater. What he gave in the Bh�gavatam is apparently nowhere in the Vedas
and Upani§ads, but actually it is there. In what form is it there? Just as there is ghee spread
throughout milk, this essence is in the G�t�, Upani§ads, Vedas, Pur�Ãas, and R�m�yaÃa. But tak-
ing this milk and then making butter and ultimately ghee is not an ordinary task. In the �r�mad-
Bh�gavatam, the five chapters describing the r�sa-l�l�, the Gop�-g�ta, the Bhramara-g�ta (where
R�dh� is speaking to a bumblebee in the madness of separation from K¨§Ãa), and the Uddhava-
sande�a (where K¨§Ãa sends Uddhava to V¨nd�vana with a message for the gop�s) are the beau-
tiful ghee which he made. And to whom in this world did he give it? He didnÕt give it to unqual-
ified people, but exclusively to those who were qualified. 

For ordinary people, Bhagav�n �r� K¨§Ãa has said:

yukt�h�ra-vih�rasya
yukta-ce§ asya karmasu
yukta-svapn�vabodhasya
yogo bhavati duúkha-h�

Bhag.-g�t� 6.17

DonÕt eat or sleep too much, and be regulated in working and recreation, otherwise you will
not be able to attain that rare yoga wherein a soul meets his Creator. In this general knowledge,
He has given the knowledge that we are not these bodies. Be detached from the desires of the
body and donÕt act for them.
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j�tasya hi dhruvo m¨tyur
dhruvaµ janma m¨tasya ca

Bhag.-g�t� 2.27

One who has taken birth will certainly die, and afterward he will certainly take birth again.
Arjuna was crying for everyoneÑfor his son, wife, relatives, friends, and we are also crying for
this.

a�ocy�n anva�ocas tvaµ
praj��-v�d�µ� ca bh�§ase

gat�s�n agat�s�µ� ca
n�nu�ocanti paÃ¶it�ú

Bhag.-g�t� 2.11

Those who are wise despair neither for the living or the dead. Everyone will die, and those that
donÕt go today will go tomorrow or the next day. DonÕt cry or worry for them, because inside the
body is the soul.

nainaµ chindanti �astr�Ãi
nainaµ dahati p�vakaú

na cainaµ kledayanty �po
na �o§ayati m�rutaú

Bhag.-g�t� 2.23

The soul cannot be harmed by any weapon, burnt by fire, moistened by water, or withered by
the wind. The soul is eternal, but the body is subject to death, so don't be overly concerned about
the body. 

Yes, a man can worry for it like this: after becoming enlightened, and realising that Bhagav�n
has given this body in the form of a mandira and for the purpose of performing bhajana, it
should be cared for. We should keep it clean and repair it, because otherwise we wonÕt be able
to do bhajana. Up to here, caring for the body is alright, but it should be done with a spirit of
detachment. In the end Bhagav�n will ask for it back, and it must be returned. He will ask, ÒI
have given you such a rare and valuable human form, and what have you done with it?Ó 

Therefore He has spoken verses like this:
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y� ni�� sarva-bh�t�n�µ
tasy�µ j�garti saµyam�
yasy�µ j�grati bh�t�ni
s� ni�� pa�yato muneú

Bhag.-g�t� 2.69

While ordinary people sleep, the sage is awake in self-realisation, and while the sage sleeps,
ordinary people are awake in sense gratification. Therefore you should simply engage in bha-
gavad-bhajana and considering happiness and distress to be the same, go on doing your duty. Up
to here it is general instruction.

After this comes guhy�, secret instruction, which is brahma-j��na. The �tm� is brahma, spiri-
tual substance.

sthita-praj�asya k� bh�§�
sam�dhi-sthasya ke�ava

sthita-dh�ú kiµ prabh�§eta
kim �s�ta vrajeta kim

Bhag.-g�t� 2.54

Arjuna asks, ÒWhat are the symptoms of a person whose consciousness is absorbed in brahma?
How does he speak, how does he sit, and how does he walk?Ó

In the eighteenth chapter the conclusion is given:

brahma-bh�taú prasann�tm�
na �ocati na k�ºk§ati

samaú sarve§u bh�te§u
mad-bhaktiµ labhate par�m

Bhag.-g�t� 18.54

One who is situated in brahma sees brahma everywhere, and he thinks, ÒI am also brahma.Ó
Thinking such he will meditate on brahma, and will not experience happiness or distress. He
remains steady through whatever comes to him, and merges his consciousness in brahma.

karmaÃy ev�dhik�ras te
m� phale§u kad�cana

Bhag.-g�t� 2.47
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Go on doing your duty and donÕt desire the fruits of your labour. In an ordinary way, this is
brahma-j��na.

After this comes guhyatar, more secret, which is param�tm�-j��na. There are two classes of
beings, k§araú or fallible and ak§araú or infallible, and then there is Puru§ottama. Bhagav�n is
Puru§ottama, who resides in the hearts of all living entities in the size of a thumb. Meditate on
Him, and if you donÕt reach Him, try again. Again not reaching Him, try again. 

kle�o Õdhikataras te§�m
avyakt�sakta-cetas�m

Bhag.-g�t� 12.5

That formless brahma that I mentioned to you before ÑdonÕt go there! Beware! There will be
more difficulty in trying to attach your consciousness to something formless. Instead, meditate
on the Param�tm� within the heart, and one who connects with Him is a real sanny�s� and a real
yog�.

sa sanny�s� ca yog� ca
na niragnir na c�kriyaú

Bhag.-g�t� 6.1

Just by performing fire sacrifices, or by muttering Òahaµ brahm�smi,Ó one does not become a
real sanny�s�. This is all guhyatar, more secret.

And guhyatam, most secret, is given in the ninth chapter. Pure bhakti is given there, but it is
devoid of rasa. Although it is pure bhakti, it is not full of rasa. 

At the end of the eighteenth chapter sarva-guhyatam, the most secret of all secrets, is given. It
is full of rasa, and is the highest limit of bhakti:

sarva-guhyatamaµ bh�yaú
�¨Ãu me paramaµ vacaú

i§ o Õsi me d¨¶ham iti
tato vak§y�mi te hitam

man-man� bhava mad-bhakto
mad-y�j� m�µ namaskuru
m�m evai§yasi satyaµ te

pratij�ne priyo Õsi me

Bhag.-g�t� 18.64-65
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ÒBecause you are very dear to Me, I am telling you this most hidden of all instructions.Ó What
is that instruction? Before this, �r� K¨§Ãa had explained up to the worship of N�r�yaÃa, which is
worship of Bhagav�n but with awareness of His opulences. However in this verse, four extraor-
dinary activities are described. The first is man-man� bhava: always think of Me, the second is
mad-bhakto: become My devotee, the third is mad-y�j�: worship Me, and the fourth is m�µ
namaskuru: offer praÃ�ma to Me. If you cannot do the first, then do the second. If you canÕt do
that, then do the third. If you canÕt do that, then just offer praÃ�ma, and everything will come
from that.

Now we will speak on the first part of this verse, Òman-man� bhava: absorb your mind and heart
in Me.Ó This is not a simple thing. For a man to absorb his mind in any one activity, then his eyes,
ears, nose, and all his senses must be completely centred on that. If the mind cannot concentrate
on something, it is more or less uncontrolled. Sometimes our mind is pondering sense enjoy-
ment, and sometimes we think about K¨§Ãa. This is the conditioned state. But if someoneÕs mind
is fully absorbed in the lotus feet of Bhagav�n, then that is the highest form of worship. When
will this be possible? In the beginning stage of �raddh� or faith it is not possible. Then the stage
of ruci or taste will come, and still it wonÕt be possible. After this we can really begin to give our
heart. In the stage of �sakti or spiritual attachment we can give perhaps one-half of our heart to
Him. In the stage of bh�va or devotional ecstasy maybe we can give three-quarters of our heart
to Him, but only in the stage of prema or divine love can we fully give our hearts to K¨§Ãa. 

Therefore, when K¨§Ãa was sending Uddhava to the gop�s in V¨nd�vana, in a clever way, not
straight but crookedly, He told Uddhava, ÒUddhava, My mother and My father are very upset for
Me. You go and give them My message and console them a little.Ó

Uddhava waited there for a moment and then said, ÒIs there anything more?Ó
K¨§Ãa thought, ÒWhat will I tell him and not tell him?Ó He became a little worried. After delib-

erating, He concluded, ÒIf I donÕt tell him now, when will I tell him?Ó
He said, ÒYes, there is one thing. There in V¨nd�vana are the gop�s, who are the most dear to

Me. They have given Me their entire hearts, and besides Me they know nothing. For Me they have
forgotten all of their bodily needs and bodily functions. What is the condition of someone who
has forgotten all bodily needs? They have forgotten eating and drinking, bathing and decorating
themselves with ornaments and clothing, and fixing their hair. Their bodies will certainly have
become thin and weak, and just see how for Me they have forgotten all of their bodily relations:
husbands, sons, friends, brothers, wealth and property. They have no love for anyone but Me,
and day and night they are deeply remembering Me. Uddhava, in this world you have not seen
such an example of how one person can give their heart to another. Somehow or other they are
holding onto their lives. Their life-airs have risen up to their necks, and how much longer can
they live like this? I donÕt know if they can be saved or not. Therefore go quickly, and save their
lives. Go and give them My message, that I am definitely coming tomorrow or the next day. For
this they are holding onto their lives. They will think, ÔK¨§Ãa has said that He is coming, and He
is not able to tell a lie.Õ Clutching onto this hope, it is as if their lives are hanging on a limb. If
the limb breaks, they will fall down, meaning they will give up their lives. So go quickly.Ó
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Therefore the gop�s are the perfect example of man-man� bhava. Now listen to an example of
how K¨§Ãa takes someoneÕs heart. We understand that giving our heart to someone is very diffi-
cult, but if instead someone takes our heart, then it becomes very easy. Otherwise we are simply
unable to give our hearts. In the Ka ha Upani§ad (1.2.23) it says:

n�yam �tm� pravacanena labhyo
na medhay� na bahun� �rutena
yam evai§a v¨Ãute tena labhyas

tasyai§a �tm� viv¨Ãute tan�µ sv�m

�r� K¨§Ãa will select a heart which is dear to Him and then say, ÒYou come! I will take your
heart.Ó Even if we really desire to give Him our heart, it is very difficult, but if He desires to take
our heart, then it is possible. But we must make our heart to be such that when K¨§Ãa sees us it
will inspire greed within Him. The heart must be pure in all ways; if there is any impurity remain-
ing there, He will not take it. But mere purity is also not sufficient; the hearts of so many j��n�s
are also pure. We must add some special fragrance which, reaching K¨§ÃaÕs nose, will attract
Him. Bhakti-rasa should be flowing in the heart. How does K¨§Ãa take a heart? This story will
show how:

K¨§Ãa was taking the cows out to graze for the day in V¨nd�vana. His bodily complexion was
the colour of a dark rain cloud, His curly black hair was dangling on His face, and He appeared
very, very beautiful and charming. His friends were spread out in the four directions chanting
ÒS�dhu! S�dhu!Ó (meaning ÒExcellent! Excellent!Ó) and praising K¨§Ãa, and singing and playing
their flutes and horns. As they were going along like this, even the blind people of Vraja would
come out to try and see. One would say, ÒWhere are you going?Ó

Someone would reply, ÒI am going to have dar�ana of �r� K¨§Ãa. Take my hand, letÕs go!Ó and
with great eagerness they would go. 

All the people of Vraja surrounded the road to see K¨§Ãa taking the cows out to graze. Mother
Ya�od� and Nanda B�b� were following behind K¨§Ãa, saying, ÒMy son, come back soon, donÕt
go too far away!Ó Time and again K¨§Ãa told them to return, and finally when He promised that
He would certainly return later in the day, they slowly went back to their home.

There were so many newly-married girls there who had just arrived in Vraja to live in the homes
of their new husbands. They all went to the doors of their homes to catch a glimpse of K¨§Ãa.
Some were even peering through vents, some climbed up on their roofs, and others climbed to
the tops of trees in the ku�jas.

K¨§Ãa was also searching: He always wants to see new girls. In one house, there was a new girl
who had just been married two or three days before. She had heard a long time before how mar-
vellously beautiful K¨§Ãa appears when He is taking the cows out to graze. When she heard K¨§Ãa
coming with the cows, in her heart she became very restless and eager to have His dar�ana. But
her new mother-in-law and sister-in-law were sitting outside the door, and her new sister-in-law
was especially nasty towards her. They were both telling her, ÒYou are not going! We are going,
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but you cannot. There is a black snake out there, and if it bites you, you will never be able to
remove its poison. Therefore stay in the house! We will be back soon.Ó

The girl said, ÒWhere are you going? And I will just sit here in the house? I will also go!Ó
ÒNo! ItÕs dangerous! DonÕt go! Your heart is very immature, and you will never remove the

snakeÕs poison. You just sit there.Ó
ÒStill I will go with you!Ó
ÒNo! ItÕs dangerous! You wonÕt go!Ó
ÒThen I will go alone! All the wives, elderly people, boys, girls, birds, beasts, and insects of Vraja

are going for dar�ana of K¨§Ãa, and in V¨nd�vana I alone will not receive His dar�ana? Certainly
I will go!Ó

ÒNo! You wonÕt go!Ó
ÒI am certainly going! Even if you throw me out of this household I will go!Ó
Then, seeing that K¨§Ãa was coming near, the mother-in-law and sister-in-law quickly ran to see.

When they left, the girl stepped forward and began peering out through the crack in the door.
Her position was that she could see out, but no one could see her. K¨§Ãa was holding the flute
to His lips and playing so sweetly that it seemed the nectar of His heart was emanating through
the holes of the flute and inundating the entire area of V¨nd�vana. Those eyes which have not
seen this should be set on fire. Only the eyes which have seen this beautiful scene are successful.
The gop�s were offering �rati to K¨§Ãa not with lamps, but with their eyes. How? Their eyes were
like lamps, and the prema in their hearts was like the oil. Their eyes were burning as they circled
K¨§ÃaÕs form with loving sidelong glances, and they performed arcana of K¨§Ãa with these
glances. With great happiness, K¨§Ãa became shy and accepted all of them.

But He was looking in the direction of that one door. K¨§Ãa may or may not want to see some-
one, but if someone really wants to see Him, He will certainly see that person. That day He
wanted to see that new girl first of all. He wanted to leave everyone else behind and go there
immediately, so just then He played a trick with a calf. Grabbing the tail of the calf, He gave it a
twist, and the calf ran directly to that door, as if it had been trained for that very purpose. At once
K¨§Ãa and the calf arrived at that door. Standing in His threefold-bending posture, with the flute
to His lips, and smiling, He gave His dar�ana to that girl. Finished! Her very heart came out from
her and He took it and went on His way. She could only stand motionlessly. This is taking a heart:
man-man� bhava.

If someone attains the mercy of K¨§Ãa, then certainly He will take their heart. If we are espe-
cially eager, wondering in our minds, ÒWhen will I be able to see the beautiful form of �r�
K¨§Ãa?Ó, then K¨§Ãa will be so pleased and come and take our hearts. That girl had performed
austerities for millions of years for this opportunity, and that day she became completely suc-
cessful. 

She was left standing motionlessly, and fifteen or twenty minutes passed. K¨§Ãa had left and
entered the forest, and the dust raised by the cows and boys had long settled. She was still stand-
ing motionlessly because without her heart or mind, she was helpless. Then the cruel sister-in-
law said to her, ÒThe black snake �y�masundara has bitten you, and now you will never remove
the poison!Ó
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Shaking the girl, somehow she managed to bring her inside the house. ÒHere! Take this churn-
ing stick and churn some yoghurt. By doing some hard work your mind will return to you.Ó But
the girl took the wrong pot, and instead began churning mustard seeds, and it made a terrible
noise. Sometimes she would churn, and sometimes she would stop. Where was her mind and
heart? K¨§Ãa had taken them: man-man� bhava.

Again the sister-in-law came, and she said, ÒHey! What are you doing? I will go and complain
to my mother about you!Ó At once the mother-in-law came and said, ÒLift up this pot. Go and
bring water.Ó They placed a large pot on her head, and on top of that a smaller pot. They also
gave her a small child and said, ÒLook after this child and see that he doesnÕt cry!Ó They put a
long rope in her hand to lower the pots down into the well, and sent her off. 

Like this she went. Arriving at the well, she made a noose for lowering the pot down into the
well. But instead of wrapping the noose around the pot, she put it around the child as if she was
going to lower him into the well! Everyone nearby shouted, ÒHey! What are you doing?Ó They
came running over, and taking the rope from her hands, saved the child. One gop� said, ÒIt
appears that a ghost has possessed her!Ó

Another gop�, who knew everything, said, ÒIt wasnÕt just an ordinary ghost, it was the ghost of
Nanda!Ó

V¨nd�vana is the place for those who are unable to give their hearts to their children and fam-
ily. They leave everyone crying for them and like refugees come to V¨nd�vana and cry exclusively
for K¨§Ãa. Even very fine sons and daughters of kings come to V¨nd�vana, give their hearts to
K¨§Ãa, and engage in bhajana.

K¨§Ãa told Arjuna, ÒThis is man-man� bhava. Absorb your mind in Me as the gop�s did.Ó
Arjuna replied, ÒPrabhu, this is a battlefield! How is it possible for me to give my heart here?

You have told me to fight against Grandfather Bh�§ma, DroÃ�c�rya, and KarÃa. Therefore I am
unable to do it.Ó

Next He will explain Ômad-bhaktoÕÑÒBecome My devotee.Ó
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Chapter Two

mad-bhakto

Become My Devotee

In the last chapter we began explaining the best and sarva-guhyatam or most secret verse of the
Bhagavad-g�t�. Giving examples, we explained what is man-man� bhava. Just as K¨§Ãa gave this
instruction to Arjuna on a battlefield, we are also in the midst of a battle. We are at war with the
tendencies of the mind, which is restless by nature. At that time in Kuruk§etra, there was a war
going on between the P�Ã¶avas and Kauravas. Just as this man-man� bhava was difficult for
Arjuna then, it is also difficult for us now. 

The P�Ã¶avasÕ army consisted of seven ak§auhin�s or military phalanxes, and the KauravasÕ
army consisted of eleven ak§auhin�s. Opposite us also is an army of eleven ak§auhin�s, and we are
alone. K¨§Ãa was the driver of ArjunaÕs chariot, but our driver is bad intelligence, deformed intel-
ligence. Arjuna had a chariot given to him by Agni which could not be burnt or destroyed, but
what kind of chariot do we have? Only the material body which is subject to disease and death.
Arjuna had the G�Ãd�va bow for fighting, but what do we have for fighting? We have no help;
such is our position of weakness. Who was sitting on the flag of his chariot? Hanum�n. Arjuna
had all kinds of help, but at once his mind became disturbed and he said, ÒPrabhu, I am unable
to do this man-man� bhava.Ó

The body is our chariot, the soul is its passenger, and the mind is its charioteer. What is the
nature of the mind? Restless; it gives us no help at all. By its direction we will fall down or stray
from the path. 

At first, with hands folded together, Arjuna said:

�i§yas te Õhaµ ��dhi m�µ tv�µ prapannam

Bhag.-g�t� 2.7

ÒIn all ways I am now surrendered unto You. As You instruct me, I will do.Ó
He heard all of K¨§ÃaÕs instructions, and then said, ÒI am unable to do this man-man�-bhava.

How will I absorb my mind in this way? It is not possible. Opposite us are Bh�§ma, DroÃa, KarÃa,
Duryodhana, and Duú��sana. So many great mah�rath�s are assembled together to fight against
us.Ó
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Opposite us also are six mah�rath�s. What are they? The urges of speech, the tongue, the stom-
ach, the genitals, the uncontrolled mind, and anger. We cannot conquer even one of these
mah�rath�s. Even such exalted personalities as Vi�v�mitra and N�rada were affected by one of
these mah�rath�s, the sexual urge. In the R�m�yaÃa it is described that once N�rada desired to
marry a princess, but he was defeated at a svayaµvara or marriage ceremony when Vi§Ãu gave
him the face of a monkey. Beyond these mah�rath�s, there are so many kinds of anarthas we must
contend with. Therefore K¨§Ãa said, ÒMad-bhakto: you become My devotee.Ó 

Arjuna considered, and said, ÒSaying one will become a devotee is easy, but to actually do it is
very, very difficult.Ó

To become a devotee, one thing is especially necessary:

any�bhil�§it�-��nyaµ
j��na-karm�dy-an�v¨tam

�nuk�lyena k¨§Ã�nu-
��lanaµ bhaktir uttam�

Bhakti-ras�m¨ta-sindhu 1.1.11

One shouldnÕt have any type of material desire. For attaining bhakti, for attaining the service
of �r� K¨§Ãa or a real devotee, there cannot be a scent of any other desire in the heart. What to
speak of the desire itself, there cannot be even a scent of it. Listen to this attentively, and become
like this, and then you will understand bhakti; otherwise it will be very difficult. There are to be
no tendencies of j��na or karma.

Without karma, no man can live. He must at least do some karma. Even at the time of sleep-
ing we are doing some karma. What are we doing? Breathing, changing position, and dreaming:
this is all karma. So it is unavoidable: without doing some form of karma we cannot live for even
one moment. Anyone who says that he is living entirely without karma is a pretender. We must
do some karma. We must eat, and to save ourselves from the cold we must wear clothing. But
how will we escape from karma covering our bhakti? This action will not cover bhakti: when eat-
ing, donÕt forget Bhagav�n. Eat for Bhagav�n, for His service. In our present condition we also
cannot live without j��na. Knowledge is also necessary. Without knowledge we will not even
know where to place our feet while walking and we will fall. 

But see how these things can cover bhakti. In the name of helping others, Bharata Mah�r�ja
made a mistake and fell down. He had been practicing bhakti and attained a very high stage of
bhakti, up to bh�va. He saved the baby deer from the mouth of the tiger and from drowning in
the stream, and afterwards he maintained it by feeding it milk, thinking he was benefiting
another living entity. But because of this activity he had to take another three births. 

Therefore although j��na and karma will remain, they must be kept in a position of servitude
to bhakti. Otherwise our bhakti will become covered. So how will we engage our j��na and
karma? By going to the market and bringing good quality fruits and vegetables for the service of
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the Deities. The Deities will accept the offerings and give pras�da to everyone. By this, bhakti will
not be covered; instead it will increase.

On the other hand, we may bring all first-class ingredients like the best carrots, pure cowÕs
ghee, and coconut, make very beautiful halav�, and then add silver topping. But if it is for our
own enjoyment, then everything is spoiled. This action will cover our bhakti, so we must be care-
ful of this.

If we have made this preparation thinking, ÒI have made this, I brought the ingredients, I col-
lected the necessary funds, and I will enjoy it,Ó and afterwards offer it to Bhagav�n, then that is
somewhat alright, but it is not completely correct. DonÕt offer it only after preparing it, but
rather from the very beginning it should be offered to Bhagav�n. 

yaj��rth�t karmaÃo Õnyatra

Bhag.-g�t� 3.9

Your action should be a sacrifice for Bhagav�n. This is the instruction of the G�t�Ñwhatever
you eat or drink should be for sacrifice.

yat karo§i yad a�n�si
yaj juho§i dad�si yat

yat tapasyasi kaunteya
tat kuru§va mad-arpaÃam

Bhag.-g�t� 9.27

Whatever you eat, if you prepare food, if you perform a sacrifice, if you are keeping a gardenÑ
all should be for offering to the Deity. In general the spiritually inclined people of this world are
going on like this. But �r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu and the Gau¶�ya �c�ryas have taught, ÒDonÕt do
things in this way! Beware! YouÕll be trapped!Ó Rather we should first offer our very selves to the
Deity: ÒI am Yours.Ó Then whatever we eat or do will automatically be for Bhagav�n.

�ravaÃaµ k�rtanaµ vi§Ãoú
smaraÃaµ p�da-sevanam

arcanaµ vandanaµ d�syaµ
sakhyam �tma-nivedanam

iti puµs�rpit� vi§Ãau
bhakti� cen nava-lak�aÃ�
kriyeta bhagavaty addh�

tan manye Õdh�tam uttamam

�r�mad-Bh�g. 7.5.23,24
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ÒHearing and chanting about K¨§Ãa, remembering Him, serving His feet, worshipping Him,
praying to Him, becoming His servant, becoming His dear friend, and fully surrendering to Him:
this is nine-fold bhakti. Performing these nine types of bhakti is the topmost knowledge.Ó

Even if all of these are performed, but the results are offered to Bhagav�n afterwards, then it
is karma-mi�ra-bhakti, not pure bhakti. The people of this world generally donÕt know this. They
just think that they should offer things to Him, but pure devotees understand the shortcomings
in this. Therefore we should first offer our very selves, not just the results of our karma; those
who follow the path of karma offer that.

It is like a small boy who is eating while sitting in the lap of his father. When the boy sees some-
thing, he just puts it into his mouth, and he puts food into the mouth of his father also, and his
father is not offended. The father is pleased. Why? The boy is fully dependent on him. He may
even punish the boy, but the boy would never leave him. In order to develop a relationship like
this with Bhagav�n, we first offer everything to our guru, because in our present condition he is
to be seen as Bhagav�n. When we develop a direct relationship with Bhagav�n, then there will be
no necessity of formal offerings. The gop�s are eating and decorating themselves, but they donÕt
make any formal offerings or perform p�j� to K¨§Ãa. They are using many good quality things in
the course of dressing and decorating themselves and applying their ornamentsÑbut who is it
all for? Whatever they do is for the pleasure of K¨§Ãa. As soon as something comes to them, it is
automatically for K¨§Ãa. In this way we should do everything exclusively for the pleasure of K¨§Ãa.

Such bhakti is difficult to attain, and it requires that we have some merit from our previous
lives. And if in this birth, by the mercy of Bhagav�n and the Vai§Ãavas, we have been graced with
the company of pure Vai§Ãavas, then pure bhakti can come. The story of Bilvamaºgala æh�kura
nicely illustrates this point. Although he had some merit from his previous lives, some specific
desires for enjoyment still remained in his heart. He kept company with the prostitute Cint�-
maÃi who after some time became exclusively interested in K¨§Ãa and therefore rejected Bil-
vamaºgala. After this he crossed the river to her palace using a dead body for flotation, and used
a snake to climb up to her window. She rebuked him, and after that he became renounced. Now
having a great desire to meet K¨§Ãa, he left his home and began heading towards V¨nd�vana. Per-
haps five days later he stopped at a well to get some water where he saw a young girl who gave
him some water to drink. But he forgot about drinking the water and began gazing at her. He
followed her home, and there a br�hmaÃa came to the door thinking, ÒWhy has this mah�tm�
come?Ó 

Bilvamaºgala asked, ÒWho is this girl?Ó
The br�hmaÃa replied, ÒShe is my wife.Ó
Bilvamaºgala said, ÒCall her. I want to speak with her a little.Ó
So he called her, and when she came, Bilvamaºgala asked her, ÒPlease give me both of your

hairpins.Ó
The br�hmaÃa and his wife thought, ÒHe is a travelling mendicant, so perhaps he has a thorn

or splinter in his skin that he wants to remove.Ó
So they gave him the hairpins. Bilvamaºgala did have a thorn he wanted to remove, but that

thorn was in his heart, and he was unable to reach it. Therefore he took the hairpins and plucked
out his eyes. 
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There is a saying in Hindi which means, ÒIf there is no bamboo, there will be no flute.Ó These
eyes can be the root cause of our attachment to this world insofar as the form of a woman attracts
a man, and the form of a man attracts a woman, and both are the personification of m�y�. There-
fore the Sr�mad-Bh�gavatam and other scriptures have warned us to be very careful about this. 

Now blind, Bilvamaºgala went on his way. He was in such a mood of deep separation from
K¨§Ãa that now all of his senses were centred on Bhagav�n. On the way there were many obsta-
cles such as mud-holes and streams, but he was resolved in his determination and deeply medi-
tated on K¨§Ãa as he was going towards V¨nd�vana. Then one day a young boy came to him and
said in a sweet voice, ÒB�b�, where are you going?Ó 

Being pleased, Bilvamaºgala replied, ÒMy son, I am going to V¨nd�vana. Where are You going?Ó
ÒI am also going to V¨nd�vanaÑI make My living there.Ó
ÒV¨nd�vana? Then come with me, and hold my walking stick.Ó
They went off together, and wandering and wandering, they arrived in V¨nd�vana. On the way

what happened? Inside his heart, Bilvamaºgala experienced so many realisations about K¨§Ãa
that were just like nectar. This is called Ôs�dhanaÕ. Bilvamaºgala was a s�dhaka. What we
described in the previous chapter concerning the gop�s was the stage of perfection. As the Gaºg�
emerges from the Him�layas and flows naturally towards the sea without any special effort, in the
same way the tendency of the gop�sÕ hearts flows in the direction of K¨§ÃaÕs feet without ever
stopping. This is the level of perfection, but here we are discussing s�dhana. The Bhakti-
r�sam¨ta-sindhu and other scriptures declare that Bilvamaºgala was a s�dhaka, but then what are
we? We are not even s�dhakas. Being only on the first step of vaidh�-bhakti, will we be arrogant
enough to call ourselves real s�dhakas?

�ravaÃam, k�rtanam, vi§Ãu-smaraÃam, p�da-sevanam, arcanam, vandanam, d�syam, sakhyam,
and �tma-nivedanamÑthere are two kinds of these nine devotional activities. One is vaidh�-
bhakti, and the other is r�g�nug�-bhakti. Devotion works in these two ways, and we must follow
them both. It is not that we will leave vaidh�-bhakti, but internally our feelings will change. Our
external forms will remain the same, but internally we will have ni§ h�, firm faith. Those that
have this can be called real s�dhakas. How do they perform s�dhana? With tears flowing from
their eyes, they perceive their hearts as being in the form of a flower and they offer that flower
to the feet of K¨§Ãa. But without being asked, automatically K¨§Ãa will come and take that flower. 

Just as in the case of BilvamaºgalaÑhe was a s�dhaka, and in the end what happened? K¨§Ãa
Himself came and led him by the hand to V¨nd�vana. He was engaged in such s�dhana that day
and night he was in deep meditation, but not just passively. He was doing �ravaÃam, k�rtanam,
smaraÃam, and p�da-sevanam all in the mood of a sakh�. From the beginning he did it with the
sentiments of a sakh�. We should also execute that kind of s�dhana wherein there is not even a
trace of karma or j��na. Then gradually oneÕs own internal svar�pa will bloom, and in that form
we can offer direct service to K¨§Ãa. A r�g�nug� devotee should practice s�dhana like this.

There is also the example of Raghun�tha d�sa Gosv�m�. Externally he appeared as a s�dhaka,
but internally he was a perfected soul. Internally he had fully realised his eternal svar�pa, but
how did he behave externally?
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saºkhy�-p�rvaka-n�ma-g�na-natabhiú k�l�vas�n�-k¨tau
nidr�h�ra-vih�rak�di-vijitau c�tyanta-d�nau ca yau

r�dh�-k¨§Ãa-guÃa-sm¨ter madhurim�nandena sammohitau
vande r�pa-san�tanau raghu-yugau �r�-j�va-gop�lakau

�r� êa¶-gosv�my-a§ akam 6

He would take harin�ma in a regulated manner, and would daily only drink water after com-
pleting one l�kha of harin�ma. Daily he would offer at least one thousand full daÃ¶avat-
praÃ�mas to Vai§Ãavas, special places of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes, and the holy dh�ma. He was very meek
and humble, and day and night he was absorbed in thinking of K¨§Ãa.

In his childhood he had received initiation from his family guru Yadunandana �c�rya, and he
attained the association of Harid�sa æh�kura by whose influence he began taking harin�ma. He
is an eternally perfected soul, but here we will describe the activities he performed as an appar-
ent s�dhaka which we should all accept and follow.

After some time Raghun�tha d�sa was married to a girl of heavenly beauty. He was like a prince,
and his physique was very soft and beautiful. At a very tender age, only sixteen, he went mad in
separation from K¨§Ãa. Many times he tried to leave home, but his family would always catch him
and bring him back. He received the mercy of Nity�nanda Prabhu by offering some service to
Him, and was then able to escape from his home. He ran at night by the path through the forests
so that he would not be detected. For seven days he didnÕt eat or drink anything until he arrived
at the house of a milkman who fed him some milk and puffed rice. At such a tender age, walk-
ing day and night he finally arrived in Jagann�tha Pur�. 

Nowadays when we travel to the dh�ma, we make a train reservation and take one or two thou-
sand rupees in our pocket. But this is not the conventional standard for going to the dh�ma.
Raghun�tha d�sa had completely left his home and family. Without taking any money or worry-
ing about any arrangement for his eating and sleeping, and constantly crying in eagerness to
meet K¨§Ãa, he arrived in Pur� where �r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu embraced him. Mah�prabhu
said, ÒYou have left the stool-pit (the home of a materialist) to come here?Ó and He embraced
him again. Sitting nearby was Svar�pa D�modara, and He placed Raghun�tha d�sa in his care,
saying, ÒSvar�pa D�modara will be your everything: your father, mother, brother, guru, every-
thing. Today I am handing you over to him, and therefore you should not worry about anything.Ó
Just see how Bhagav�n personally placed him into the hands of such an exalted guru.

Raghun�tha d�sa began staying in Pur� and living in a most renounced fashion. How did he
eat? His wealthy father wanted to make arrangements for his eating, but he rejected them. He
would take the discarded rice from Jagann�thaÕs kitchen that was even rejected by the cows, wash
it, add a little salt, and maintain his life by eating that. His only possession was a clay pot for drink-
ing water; he didnÕt even have a plate or a blanket. Since Pur� is situated on the shore of the
ocean, it does not become too cold or too hot, so making some arrangement or another he
would sleep there. Taking a piece of old cloth left behind by others, he would make a pair of
kaup�ns, and wearing just those would perform bhajana. But in comparison look at the clothes
that we wear!
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After His forty-eighth year Mah�prabhu left this world. In separation from Him, Raghun�tha
d�sa gave up eating altogether. Day and night he was crying. This is s�dhana, and someone who
lives like this can be called a s�dhaka. Then, in separation from Mah�prabhu, Svar�pa D�modara
gave up his body and entered Goloka-Vraja. Then Raghun�tha d�sa gave up even drinking water,
and simply cried day and night.

He could not remain in Pur�. Why? His condition was like that of Nanda B�b� after K¨§Ãa had
gone to Mathur�. Everything in Nanda B�b�Õs house reminded him of K¨§Ãa: K¨§ÃaÕs yellow
cloth, K¨§ÃaÕs flute, K¨§ÃaÕs peacock feather, etc. He was in such intense pain that he thought
that he must leave his home. He went to the banks of the Yamun�, but there he saw the foot-
prints of K¨§Ãa, and he became overwhelmed in lamentation. He saw the tree from which K¨§Ãa
had jumped into the Yamun� and subdued K�liya, and his remembrance of K¨§Ãa just increased
and he had to close his eyes. Then he went to Govardhana and there it seemed that all of the
trees were bent over in separation, lamenting, ÒWhere has K¨§Ãa gone?Ó Seeing R�dh�-kuÃ¶a,
�y�ma-kuÃ¶a, Kusuma-sarovara, and M�nas�-gaºg� all just increased Nanda B�b�Õs separation,
until finally he returned home again. 

In the same way, everything Raghun�tha d�sa saw brought remembrance of Caitanya
Mah�prabhu and Svar�pa D�modara. Unable to stay in Pur�, he walked all the way to V¨nd�vana.
There he offered himself to the feet of R�pa Gosv�m� and San�tana Gosv�m�, and they asked
him, ÒWhy have you come here?Ó

He replied, ÒMah�prabhu and Svar�pa D�modara have left this world, so I also cannot stay. I
will give up my body by jumping from Govardhana, otherwise I will drown myself at midnight in
R�dh�-kuÃ¶a, thereby attaining the feet of R�dhik�. For this reason I have come.Ó Just see what
a thing divine separation is.

R�pa and San�tana prevented Raghun�tha d�sa from committing suicide, and gave him a place
to live at R�dh�-kuÃ¶a where he executed all of his service. When after some time R�pa and
San�tana also left this world in separation from Mah�prabhu, he thought, ÒUpon whom will I
rely now?Ó

In his separation, Girir�ja Govardhana appeared to be a python ready to devour him, and
R�dh�-kuÃ¶a appeared to be a tigress. Nandagr�ma, Var§�Ã�, and all the places of K¨§ÃaÕs pas-
times now appeared empty. In separation from R�pa Gosv�m� he again gave up drinking water,
and only occasionally for maintaining his life he would take a few drops of buttermilk. Lament-
ing and rolling on the banks of R�dh�-kuÃ¶a he would cry:

he r�dhe vraja-dev�ke ca lalite he nanda-s�no kutaú
�r�-govardhana-kalpa-p�dapa-tale k�lind�-vane kutaú

�r� êa¶-gosv�my-a§ akam 8

ÒO Goddess of Vraja, R�dhik�! Where are You now? O Lalit�, where are you? O prince of Vraja,
�r� K¨§Ãa, where are You? Are You sitting beneath the trees of Govardhana, or are You wander-
ing in the forests of V¨nd�vana?Ó
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Calling out in this way, Raghun�tha d�sa Gosv�m� would wander in the four directions of Vraja,
overwhelmed in a mood of great separation. In this way he performed bhajana. At that time, he
would take the realisations of his heart in the form of flowers, and making a garland, would offer
them to the effulgence of the toenails of �r�mat� R�dhik�Õs feet, uttering ÒR�dhe, R�dhe,
R�dhe...Ó This is the s�dhana for meeting �r� R�dh� and K¨§Ãa.

By practicing karma-yoga, in the snap of a finger it is possible to go to the heavenly planets.
After performing austerities, Dhruva even attained VaikuÃ ha in that very body. But the k¨§Ãa-
bhakti that we are describing here is very rare and difficult to attain.

Raghun�tha d�sa Gosv�m� composed an offering of a handful of flowers in the form of a lamen-
tation entitled �r� Vil�pa-kusum��jali, where he is praying for the service of R�dhik�: ÒO R�dhe!
When will I get the opportunity to sweep Your house? In the form of a gop�, with my own hair I
will wash Your drains with scented water. When will I get the special opportunity to apply
kuºkuma to Your feet?Ó These were his prayers. Such devotees are real s�dhakas.

�ravaÃam, k�rtanam, vi§Ãu smaraÃamÑhere, for us what is the meaning of vi§Ãu-smaraÃam?
Remembrance of R�dhe, and remembering the amorous pastimes of �r� R�dh� and K¨§Ãa.
Raghun�tha d�sa Gosv�m� wrote, ÒThe descriptions of �r� R�dh� and K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes are my
only ornament. I have no desire to hear anything besides this, and I have no desire to go even to
VaikuÃ ha. Taking just a piece of ro � for my maintenance, I will never leave V¨nd�vana or R�dh�-
kuÃ¶a. My body may leave here, but my very life will never leave here.Ó This was his ni§ h�.

Great eagerness to attain the service of Bhagav�n is necessary for s�dhana. These devotees are
real s�dhakas, but what are we? We are just on the first step of bhakti, which is �ravaÃam and k�r-
tanam, and that also is of two kinds: ni§ hat�-bhakti and ani§ hat�-bhakti. Our s�dhana is
included within ani§ hat�-bhakti, because our intelligence has not yet become immovable. Some-
one may be thinking, ÒI will do bhajana here at home with my parents because they are getting
old anyway. Or, having heard that the household is likened to a lake of hell, I will leave it and
join an ��rama. But then again, Arjuna, �r�v�sa �c�rya, and the gop�s were great devotees and
they were g¨hasthas, therefore I should remain a g¨hastha. But N�rada, �ukadeva, the Gosv�m�s,
and Caitanya Mah�prabhu all referred to family life as a dark well and left it. They were unable
to do bhajana there. What will I do? Alright, I will remain for some time and then leave it. No,
on second thought I will go immediately.Ó In this way we go on undoing what we have already
done and being undecided. We have no ni§ h� (firm resolution). We are practicing bhakti, but
it is ani§ hat�, so we should endeavour to make our intelligence immovable and come to the
stage of ni§ h�.

Then after attaining ni§ h� there are four kinds of anarthas (obstacles) to cross over. By sin-
cerely taking harin�ma and hearing hari-kath�, then without being called, automatically
prati§ h� (prestige) will come.

muktiú svayaµ mukuli t��jaliú sevate Õsm�n
dharmartha-k�ma-gatayaú samaya-prat�ks�ú

K¨§Ãa-karÃ�m¨ta 107
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Mukti (liberation), with folded hands, will be standing behind us, saying, ÒPrabhu, can I serve
you in any way?Ó The eight yogic perfections will also come and stand behind us with folded
hands ready to offer their services. 

Having attained ni§ h�, then we may be able to absorb our minds in K¨§Ãa somewhat, but still
some anarthas will remain. The reactions to our previous karma will still come, of either sinful
or pious actions. Or we may be practicing karma-mi�ra-bhakti: covered bhakti, bhakti with self-
ish desires; then the fruit of that will come also. What big, big people of this world try so hard to
attain but donÕt getÑthese things will automatically become present before us. Abundant pres-
tige will come to us, and we can easily become drowned in the enjoyment of that. Therefore be
especially aware of this. There are four kinds of anartha: du§k¨totth� or those arising from pre-
vious sins, suk¨totth� or those arising from previous piety, bhaktyutth� or those arising from
imperfect service and apar�dhotth� or those arising from offences in chanting. Or if we even
unknowingly commit an offence to the feet of a Vai§Ãava, then its reaction must come. 

We must leave these four kinds of anarthas behind and move forward in s�dhana. Our ni§ h�
will transform into ruci, and after ruci, then �sakti will come. In the stage of �sakti, we will have
complete attachment in our bhajana.

gurau go§ he go§ h�layi§u sujane bh�sura-gaÃe
sva-mantre �r�-n�mni vraja-nava-yuva-dvandva-�araÃe
sad� dambhaµ hitv� kuru ratim ap�rvam atitar�m

aye sv�ntarbhr�ta�-catura abhiy�ce dh¨ta-padaú

�r� Manaú-�ik§� 1

Raghun�tha d�sa Gosv�m� says, ÒO mind, taking your feet, I request one thing of you. Have
deep attachment for the mantra which the guru has given. Have deep attachment to those places
where K¨§Ãa has performed pastimes such as R�dh�-kuÃ¶a, �y�ma-kuÃ¶a, Govardhana, Nanda-
gr�ma, Var§�Ã�, SaÃke a, and the best place of all, the place of R�dhik�Õs residence, Y�va a.
Ultimately, for rendering service to R�dhik�, one must live in Y�va a. You should be attached to
all of these places with deep sentiment.Ó

We should have ni§ h� and �sakti for both bhajana or worship and bhajan�ya or the object of
worship. Bhajana is �ravaÃam and k�rtanam and so forth, and bhajan�ya is �r� R�dh� and K¨§Ãa.
When our ruci becomes fully mature for both of these, it will be �sakti, and then by the mercy of
Bhagav�n oneÕs heart will never deviate from Him. This is all included within mad-bhaktoÑ
Òbecome My devotee.Ó

This story illustrates how K¨§Ãa cares for those who have really become His devotees: There was
a br�hmaÃa devotee of K¨§Ãa who had read many scriptures and many commentaries on the G�t�
and Bh�gavatam. He read the G�t� every day, and while reading, many spiritual sentiments would
arise within him. He wrote down his realisations and desired to publish them so that ordinary
people would be able to easily understand them. In this way he was engaged in bhajana. From
the beginning he never took any employment. He would only beg for one hour each day, and
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the rest of the time he would study the scriptures, take harin�ma, and perform �ravaÃam-k�r-
tanam. 

He married, and he and his wife were very content together, living on whatever Bhagav�n gave
them. They had no material desires at all. They only read the G�t� and contemplated spiritual
topics. In the early afternoon, when most people take their main meal of the day, he would go
out for begging. His wife would prepare whatever he collected, and the couple would subsist
solely on that.

His wife only had one piece of clothing. One day, he took his wifeÕs cloth and tore from it
enough pieces to cover himself to go out and beg. Before going out, he had been writing down
the meaning of G�t� verses one after the other. Then this verse came:

anany�� cintayanto m�µ
ye jan�ú paryup�sate

te§�µ nity�bhiyukt�n�µ
yoga-k§emaµ vah�my aham

Bhag.-g�t� 9.22

He began to analyse this verse: ÒAnany�� cintayanto m�µ: those whose minds are fully self-con-
trolled, who have no other object of meditation besides K¨§Ãa. Ye jan�ú paryup�sate: one who
worships K¨§Ãa in all ways, especially by the medium of �ravaÃam and k�rtanam, becomes situ-
ated very near to Him. Te§�µ nity�bhiyukt�n�µ: for those who are fixed in performing bhajana
like this, then its result also is for the happiness of K¨§Ãa, not for themselves. Even if a person of
bad conduct engages in this type of exclusive bhajana, then K¨§Ãa will accept him. And if that
exclusive sentiment is not there, then K¨§Ãa will never reveal Himself. This verse is related to s�d-
hana, and not the stage of perfection. To those who have exclusively taken shelter of K¨§Ãa, He
is their protector and maintainer. Besides Him there is no other.Ó

This br�hmaÃaÕs nature was very humble and surrendered. While studying this verse, many
nice sentiments were arising inside him. Then he came to the last line of the verse. ÒYoga-
k§emaµ vah�my aham: K¨§Ãa is saying that for His devotees who engage in bhajana in this way,
He will supply all of their requirements such as food and water, and even collect them and carry
them Himself.Ó

The br�hmaÃa stopped and thought, ÒHow can this be? This is not right. Why? I am now an
old man, over seventy years old. Up until today Bhagav�n has never directly looked after us like
this. We have been engaged in exclusive bhajana, and today there is not a single mouse in our
home. Why? Because there is no food in the house! We donÕt even have any earthen pots to catch
the rainwater. There is nothing in our home, not even any foodstuffs for today's meal! I will go
out to beg and whatever I acquire, we will take that only. IsnÕt Bhagav�n seeing this? Is He not
inside all souls witnessing everything? Certainly He hasnÕt taken care of us as He is saying in this
verse. Maybe if we require something, He would inspire another person to come and help us, but
He would never carry a burden for us on His own head. I cannot accept this.Ó
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Then with a red pen the br�hmaÃa scratched this verse out, thinking, ÒIt is not possible for
K¨§Ãa to have spoken this verse. Someone else must have inserted it.Ó

Then he went for begging, thinking, ÒK¨§Ãa will carry what we require on His own body? Per-
haps He would inspire a king or some wealthy man to come and help us, but He wouldnÕt carry
anything on His own head. The all-knowing and all-powerful Prabhu? I have heard that he made
the poor br�hmaÃa Sud�m� into a king, but He didnÕt physically carry any burden for him. I
have never heard this.Ó

He put it out of his mind and went begging. Wandering and wandering, three oÕclock passed
and he still hadnÕt collected a single thing. For instance one man said to him, ÒB�b�, I am sorry,
but our house is impure. For three days we cannot give anything because one of our family
members has just died.Ó

Like this he didnÕt get anything, so he started for home. Meanwhile, at his home, what was hap-
pening? A beautiful young boy with a dark complexion and wearing yellow cloth arrived at the
gate carrying a bahaÃg� (a long stick with a bag of goods on each end) on his shoulders. The bag
on one end contained rice, dahl, ghee, and spices, and the bag at the other end contained sugar,
vegetables, and different things. He did not appear strong enough to carry it. He was young, per-
haps only fourteen years old, and His limbs were very delicate. He was perspiring, and arriving
at the gate, He called out, ÒGuru-�n�j� (wife of the guru)! Please open the door!Ó

The br�hmaÃaÕs wife replied, ÒWhat? My husband has no disciples.Ó
The boy replied, ÒYes, yes, it is possible.Ó
She said, ÒThen who?Ó
ÒI who am speaking, I am a disciple of your husband.Ó
She thought, ÒWhat is this? Where has He come from?Ó She was unable to open the door

because she didnÕt even have enough clothing to properly cover herself. But K¨§Ãa understood
everything, so He handed His own shawl through the door for her to wear. He said, ÒMother,
Guruj� has sent Me. We have obtained all of these things today. He grabbed Me and sent Me
here, saying that he will be coming soon. I asked him to please wait a minute so I could get a
drink of water, but he said, ÔNo, You can drink water and all of that later. Go immediately to my
home.Õ Seeing that I am such a young boy, still he loaded all of this on Me and sent Me here.Ó

Hearing all of this the br�hmaÃaÕs wife began to weep, and thought, ÒSuch a tender young boy,
and He is perspiring as well! DoesnÕt this br�hmaÃa have any mercy? He himself will come
empty-handed, and he has loaded everything on this poor boy? He has no mercy.Ó

Showing her His back, the boy said, ÒMother, he has also scratched Me with his nails.Ó 
ÒOh! It looks like it will bleed!Ó She took Him on her lap and said, ÒMy son, when he comes, I

will give him a good talking to! He poses as a big, self-controlled devotee, but he cannot even
show mercy to a child! My dear son, please come inside.Ó She brought Him inside and said, ÒSit
here and I will prepare something. You will not leave here without being fed.Ó

She went to the kitchen and began to prepare the rice and dahl and vegetables that He had
brought. Then there was a knock at the door; the br�hmaÃa had arrived. ÒOpen the door!Ó he
said.
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Very annoyed, the brahmaÃaÕs wife went to the door and said, ÒHave you brought anything?
You have come empty-handed? You loaded everything on that poor boy and then scratched Him
with your nails? DonÕt you have even a little mercy?Ó

The br�hmaÃa replied, ÒWhat? What are you talking about?"
ÒYou know very wellÑthat boy you sent here loaded up with everything you collected.Ó
ÒWho? I donÕt know anything of all this!Ó
ÒYou loaded it all on that poor child and you have brought nothing yourself!Ó
ÒWhere is He then?Ó
ÒCome inside and see!Ó
They went inside the house, but the boy was nowhere to be seen. They searched the entire

house, and all they found was a thread of yellow cloth where He had been sitting. After search-
ing and not finding Him, the br�hmaÃa took his G�t� in his hands and opened it. Discovering
that the red ink with which he crossed out the verse was no longer there, he began weeping bit-
terly, and said, ÒToday, for us, see how Bhagav�n has carried our burden! This is our evidence.
My doubt is now dispelled.Ó

This is bhakti, and an example of the s�dhana that produces bhakti. Arjuna said, ÒPrabhu, to
do this, here on this battlefield, will be very difficult. I could not do man-man� bhava, and I also
cannot do mad-bhakto. Please tell me a method which is simple, straight, and easy.Ó

Next He will explain Ômad-y�j�ÕÑÒWorship Me.Ó
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Chapter Three

mad-y�j� m�µ namaskuru

Worship Me and Offer PraÃ�ma to Me

sarva-guhyatamaµ bh�yaú
�¨Ãu me paramaµ vacaú

i§ o Õsi me d¨¶ham iti
tato vak§y�mi te hitam

man-man� bhava mad-bhakto
mad-y�j� m�µ namaskuru
m�m evai§yasi satyaµ te

pratij�ne priyo Õsi me

Bhag.-g�t� 18.64,65

ÒBecause you are so dear to Me, I am now telling you this most hidden and confidential truth.
Hear this from Me; it is for your benefit. Always think of Me, become My devotee, worship Me,
offer your full praÃ�ma to Me, and then certainly you will come to Me. Because you are dear to
Me, I make this promise.Ó

Here, what is the meaning of paramaµ? The supreme essence of all the scriptures. If one is
not surrendered by his mind, body, and words to the feet of guru and Bhagav�n, then K¨§Ãa will
not reveal these truths to him. How must we surrender to the guru? As it says in the G�t�:

tad viddhi praÃip�tena
paripra�nena sevay�

upadek§yanti te j��naµ
j��ninas tattva-dar�inaú

Bhag.-g�t� 4.34

One who approaches the guru with these three tendencies: praÃip�tena or submission,
paripra�nena or relevant inquiry, and sevay� or sincere service is qualified to understand this
knowledge. If someone approaches the guru and demands answers to his questions, or if he
doesnÕt attentively listen to the answers and has to ask the same questions again, then the guru
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will only give him superficial instructions. He will not give sarva-guhyatam, the most hidden
knowledge. Concerning this, K¨§Ãa has taken a vow that to anyone whose heart has not been
purified by austerities, who is not surrendered, and who has not served guru and Vai§Ãavas, the
essential knowledge of the G�t� will not be given. 

First K¨§Ãa only told Arjuna to perform sacrifice: 

yaj��rth�t karmaÃo Õnyatra
loko Õyaµ karma-bandhanaú

Bhag.-g�t� 3.9

ÒPerform your work as a sacrifice to Bhagav�n, otherwise it will be a cause of material bondage.Ó
After that He gave brahma-j��na, and then He gave param�tm�-j��na: ÒTry to meditate on the

form of Vi§Ãu who is the size of a thumb inside your heart:

yogin�m api sarve§�µ
mad-gaten�ntar-�tman�

�raddh�v�n bhajate yo m�µ
sa me yuktatamo mataú

Bhag.-g�t� 6.47

ÒYoga is better than karma, j��na, or tapasy�. And of all types of yog�s, the one who has sur-
rendered to Param�tm�, who is fully united with Him in yoga, and who is exclusively worship-
ping Him with faith, is the best.Ó

Up to here K¨§Ãa has not revealed His ultimate form; He has only recommended that we
should be inclined towards Param�tm�. Then at the end of the G�t� He gives the verse that we
are discussing, man-man� bhava. When He says that we should always think of Him, who is He
referring to? �y�masundara, who has very, very beautiful hair, and on whose head the peacock
feather is always present. He who is standing in His three-fold bending posture under a kadamba
tree in a ku�ja of V¨nd�vana. He who is holding the flute to His beautiful lips, with the nectar of
His heart pouring out from the holes of the flute. We should always think of this K¨§Ãa. K¨§Ãa
has not revealed this form in the G�t� until this verse. 

Giving the example of the gop�s, we have explained what is man-man� bhava. In relation to
mad-bhakto, we explained what are �ravaÃam, k�rtanam, smaraÃam, etc. and we looked at how
some great devotees performed s�dhana. We explained how they, by following the vision pre-
sented in the books of the Gosv�m�s, practiced s�dhana and attained Bhagav�n.

In the stage of bh�va, man-man� bhava may be a little possible, but only in the stage of prema
can we really always be thinking of K¨§Ãa. It is very rare that someone will reach the stage of
bh�va in s�dhana. In the process of becoming a devotee (mad-bhakto), first there is sr�ddh�,
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then ni§ h�, ruci, �sakti, and finally bh�va. From this point it can be said that one has really
become a devotee, and can really begin to think of K¨§Ãa. 

Next K¨§Ãa says, ÒMad-y�j�.Ó ÔY�j�Õ means yaj�a, sacrifice. If one has not yet developed any real
love for Bhagav�n, but has just a little faith, then he can perform yaj�a. This sacrifice is a treat-
ment for material entanglement. A verse concerning this is found in the conversation between
�r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu and R�ya R�m�nanda (Cait.-carit. Madhya-l�l� 8.69). The Deity may be
worshipped with sixteen kinds of paraphernalia, or with twelve kinds, or with five kinds, but if
there is no prema in the p�j�, Bhagav�n will never be satisfied. When hunger and thirst are pre-
sent, then food and water are tasteful. Food will only be tasteful to the degree that there is
hunger. If we are not hungry, and someone serves us some nicely prepared vegetables, we will
say indifferently, ÒOh, what have you made?Ó Then tasting it, we will say, ÒThere is not enough
salt in it.Ó Or we will say that there is too much salt in it. We will consider the sweet rice to be too
thin, the chap�t� to be out of shape, and the rasagull� to be flat, not round as it should be. But
if we are hungry, we may take a stale chap�t�, add some water and perhaps squeeze a lemon on
it, and consider that it is very tasteful. If we are hungry, then food will be tasteful.

Similarly, if there is no prema in a s�dhaka, then Bhagav�n will not be hungry and will not be
satisfied by that devoteeÕs arcana. If Bhagav�n is made hungry by a devoteeÕs prema, then
whether there have been sixteen kinds of paraphernalia used or only one kind, He will accept it.

patraµ pu§paµ phalaµ toyaµ
yo me bhakty� prayacchati
tad ahaµ bhakty-upah¨tam

a�n�mi prayat�tmanaú

Bhag.-g�t� 9.26

K¨§Ãa says here that if one simply offers Him a leaf, a flower, some fruit, or water with love, He
will accept it. Whatever is offered with love He will accept. In a devoteeÕs heart there should
always be this love that creates hunger in K¨§Ãa.

There is one point here that we must understand. We should not be thinking, ÒWhy is this offer-
ing for the pleasure of Bhagav�n? Ultimately it is for our own happiness.Ó In the Bh�gavatam it
says:

sa vai puµs�µ paro dharmo
yato bhaktir adhok§aje

ahaituky apratihat�
yay�tm� supras�dati

�r�mad-Bh�g. 1.2.6
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ÒThe supreme dharma for human society is pure devotion to Adhok§aja, the Transcendental
Person. This devotion must be free of ulterior motives and practiced constantly to completely sat-
isfy the self.Ó

DonÕt attach the meaning to the last line of this verse, yay�tm� supras�dati, that this is indicat-
ing our own happiness and satisfaction. Then it becomes the desire for enjoyment, lust. �tm�
here refers not to ourselves, but that rather for Adhok§aja, Bhagav�n, we are performing bhakti.
Bhagav�n �r� K¨§Ãa is the one to be pleased, and if He is satisfied then our p�j� is successful. If
an activity has been done for our own pleasure, then we can understand that it is only done out
of lust. But there is one thing: if Bhagav�n is pleased, then automatically the j�va attains his own
satisfaction. But if we are offering p�j� for our own interests, then it will be sak�ma-bhakti, devo-
tion with selfish motives. We must understand this point well: no desire for our own pleasure
should remain, otherwise it becomes impure arcana. Most householders, while performing
arcana, pray, ÒPrabhu, I offer the fruit of all of my karma to Your feet.Ó But what is it really for?
ÒThe happiness and peace of myself and my family.Ó We should not offer arcana with such
desires.

In the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam, the story of P¨thu Mah�r�ja shows us what is proper arcana. King
Vena was an atheist who had no faith in Bhagav�n and had actually insulted Him, so the sages
decided that he was no longer qualified to occupy the throne. Simply by using sound vibration
they killed him, but actually it was the reactions to his own sins which killed him. Now without a
king, the subjects were all very frightened. Dacoits were causing disturbances and perpetrating
cruel and mischievous acts, so the people prayed to the sages for protection. The sages decided
to churn the thighs of the dead body of Vena, and from them a sinful personality named Ni§�da
was produced. Next they churned the arms of VenaÕs body, and from them P¨thu Mah�r�ja
appeared. What is the meaning of Ôp¨thuÕ? One whose fame will be spread in all directions
because of his good qualities, and who can protect and nurture his subjects, is called p¨thu. He
didnÕt appear alone; a woman appeared with him. Her name was Arci, and just as P¨thu Mah�r�ja
was a �akty�ve�a-avat�ra, she was an incarnation of Lak§m�-dev�. The activity that she performs is
called ÔarcanaÕ. What does Lak§m� do? She serves her master, N�r�yaÃa, and if anyone serves Bha-
gav�n in this way, it is called arcana.

Because of the cruelty of Vena and others, the Earth had hidden all of the food grains inside
herself. She was not giving anything, and therefore many sinful personalities were born. The peo-
ple were frightened, hungry and praying for protection. Then P¨thu Mah�r�ja fixed an arrow to
his bow, pointed it at the Earth and said, ÒYou have hidden all of the food grains within you and
are not giving them, so the people cannot be nurtured. Therefore I will kill you.Ó

Trembling in fear, the Earth personified assumed the form of a cow and fled. Seeing that P¨thu
Mah�r�ja pursued her wherever she went, she turned back and said, ÒGuruj�, please donÕt do
this. I am surrendered to you, and you should not kill a cow. You are an incarnation of Bhagav�n,
so you should protect me. Please do this: bring a calf, and by my affection for the calf, milk will
automatically begin to flow from me. Also bring a pot for the milk and a milkman, and then
please take milk from me.Ó
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P¨thu Mah�r�ja transformed Sv�yambhuva Manu into a calf, then he himself milked all of the
food grains from the Earth, keeping them in his cupped hands. Enough food for all living enti-
ties was produced and distributed and everyone was satisfied. After this, P¨thu Mah�r�ja initiated
the performance of one-hundred a�vamedha yaj�as at Brahmavarta, where the river Sarasvat�
flows towards the east. They had completed ninety-nine of the sacrifices when Indra, seeing that
the final sacrifice was about to be completed, thought, ÒIf they complete these one-hundred sac-
rifices, then they will disrespect me, and possibly even snatch away my position as the king of
heaven.Ó

Therefore, he came in an invisible form, stole the horse, and flew away into the sky. The sage
Atri saw everything and instructed the son of P¨thu Mah�r�ja to kill Indra immediately. P¨thuÕs
son fixed an arrow to his bow and prepared to kill Indra, but then he saw that Indra was wearing
the false dress of a sanny�s�, with red cloth, the markings of three horizontal lines on his fore-
head, his body smeared with ashes, and his hair knotted at the top of his head. Thinking him to
be a holy man, P¨thuÕs son did not release his arrows. This is the dress of an atheist, not a devo-
tee. R�vaÃa wore this same type of dress when he kidnapped S�t�. 

When Indra saw that the son of P¨thu, having been informed that Indra was a fraud, was again
coming to kill him, he left behind the animal and the false dress and fled. Again they started the
sacrifice, and again Indra came. This time he was carrying a trident in one hand, a staff holding
a human skull in the other, and wearing red cloth and a garland of very large rudr�k§a beads,
the type that are jagged and scratch the skin. Again P¨thuÕs son prepared to kill him, and again
Indra left that dress and fled. Those that adopted this discarded dress of Indra later came to be
known as nara-kap�l�, or those that hold a human skull. Previously there were many of these so-
called holy men, but now there are very few. This happened several times, and each time Indra
left behind the dress of an atheist. There were some people who adopted these different dresses
and started new orders of atheistic philosophy.

Seeing that Indra would not be killed by his son, P¨thu Mah�r�ja became extremely angry. He
fixed an arrow to his bow and prepared to kill Indra himself, but the sages began to pacify him,
saying, ÒMah�r�ja, please donÕt be angry. Please sit here and be peaceful. By mantra we will call
Indra and cast him into the fire.Ó

P¨thu Mah�r�ja took his seat, and the sages chanted ÒIndraµ yajamaheÓ with such potency that
Indra was pulled there from heaven along with his throne, which is generally fixed in heaven. As
the sages were about to place him in the fire, he remembered the grandfather of all, Brahm�,
and Brahm� immediately appeared there and said, ÒYou cannot kill Indra. He is a partial expan-
sion of Bhagav�n and serves Bhagav�n in many ways. Therefore donÕt place him in the fire.
Release him, because the aim of your sacrifices will be fulfilled anyway. You are a great person-
ality; for you what is the necessity of killing Indra? The body is not the soul; the body is different
from the soul. Those that consider the body to be the soul are atheists and conditioned souls.
You know this tattva well, so why must you kill Indra? Therefore release him, and again begin the
sacrifice.Ó

On Brahm�Õs insistence they released Indra, and again started the sacrifice. Then Vi§Ãu
appeared in the sacrificial arena, with club, lotus, disc, and conchshell in His four hands and
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Indra at His side. He said, ÒYour sacrifice is now complete. Forgive Indra. He is My partial expan-
sion, and through him I protect and nurture the world, so you should not remain angry with him
for stealing the sacrificial horses. There are those who have performed sacrifices with a desire for
their own enjoyment, such as kings who wanted to expand their empires. Their arcana was based
on a bodily conception of life, but P¨thu Mah�r�ja has performed these sacrifices exclusively for
the satisfaction of Hari, knowing full well the difference between the body and the soul. Your sac-
rifices are now successful.Ó

The instruction of this sacrifice is that p�j� should be done exclusively for the service of Hari
and with full �tma-j��na. Then Bhagav�n will be pleased. P¨thu Mah�r�ja performed these sac-
rifices for the protection and welfare of all living entities, and therefore for the pleasure of Bha-
gav�n. If this prime factor, this service, is not there, then Bhagav�n will never be satisfied. This
service was present in the worship of P¨thu Mah�r�ja, as it is in the worship of the gop�s and all
other great devotees.

We have given an example from the scriptures, now we will tell a story from our own experi-
ence here in Mathur�. From it we can see how we should have love and attachment for our p�j�.
There was a man who was worshipping a ��lagr�ma-�il�. He didnÕt know all of the mantras and
finer details of p�j�, but in an ordinary way he was going on with his worship. His vow was that
by four oÕclock every morning he would return home from bathing in the river Yamun� with
some Yamun� water to use for his p�j� and for applying his tilaka. He would not use any water
except Yamun� water, and with great faith he performed his p�j� in this way without deviation
for about ten or fifteen years.

Then came one am�vasy� (new moon) night in the month of M�gha, and it was extremely dark.
A very strong wind was blowing and it was raining very hard for the entire night. The water of the
Yamun� had risen and was flowing very fiercely near Vi�rama Gh� a where he would usually
bathe and collect his water. He was shivering from the cold. It was approximately three oÕclock
in the morning, but he wasnÕt sure of the time. In those days there were no wristwatches. People
would simply look to see the positions of the Dhruva and �ukra stars and in this way estimate the
time. But on this night the stars could not be seen due to the dense clouds. After bathing in the
Yamun�, it was so dark and raining so hard that he became lost and could not make out the way
to his home. He was in great anxiety about protecting his vow, thinking, ÒHow will I make it
home? What will I do?Ó

Then he saw a small boy of Mathur� coming. He had a large bag on His head folded over twice
to protect Him from the rain, and he was carrying a lantern in His hand. He asked in a very sweet
voice, ÒB�b�, where are you going?Ó

The man told Him the name of his street and his house number, and the boy replied, ÒYes, I
know that place. I am going near there. Come, I will show you the way.Ó

The man placed his faith in the boy and they went off together. On the way the boy didnÕt say
anything at all and the man thought to himself, ÒWhy has this young boy come out on a night
like this?Ó Shivering, he continued following the boy until He turned and said, ÒB�b�, here is
your street. Your house is up that way. I am going onward.Ó
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The man began walking towards his house, but then some doubt arose in his mind, and he
turned and looked in the direction of the boy. But he didnÕt see the boy or His light. Putting his
hand to his head, he began to repent: ÒBhagav�n, for protecting my vow, came in that dress,
holding a lantern to show me the way.Ó

This is arcana. We should have this kind of firm determination with no consideration of our
own happiness or unhappiness. This is real hunger, and if we perform p�j� with this hunger, with
this prema, then will Bhagav�n not accept it? Therefore K¨§Ãa says Ôprayat�tmanaúÕ (Bhag.-g�t�
9.26): if anyone simply offers Him something with faith and love, He will certainly accept it. 

Also, if in the course of serving our guru he reprimands us for something and we make a moun-
tain out of a molehill, thinking, ÒGuruj� used to be so affectionate to me, but now receiving this
treatment I will leave him,Ó then this is wrong, and we shouldnÕt think in this way. So many dif-
ficulties will come to test us in the service of our guru, but our resolution should be that birth
after birth I will never leave my guru or my Lord.

There is another story related to p�j� and arcana. There was a br�hmaÃa who was performing
Deity worship, and after completing the p�j� he would make an offering of food, and for this he
would receive some wages. If he first received payment, he would perform the p�j�, but if he did-
nÕt receive any wages, he wouldnÕt do it. So what was his real love for? In Bih�r and Bengal there
are such professional puj�r�s who travel from house to house. They receive only uncooked food
for the p�j�, such as rice, vegetables, and fruit, and some flowers and clothing also. They then
show these items to the Deity, complete the p�j�, and then stash all of the items in their cloth-
ing. They go to a great many houses doing p�j� like this, and at the end of the day they look to
see, ÒHow much have I collected?Ó and then return home.

So this br�hmaÃa would only perform p�j� wherever he could earn his wages. Once, when he
was going away for a couple of days, he lovingly called his son and said, ÒMy dear son, every day
after bathing the Deity make the offering of food.Ó The boy had not learned much about p�j�,
but still he replied, ÒAs you ask, I will do.Ó

Later while his mother was preparing chap�t�s and sabj�, the boy bathed the Deity with Ganges
water and tulas� leaves and after dressing Him, he placed the Deity back on His siµh�sana. Next
he placed the chap�t�s and sabj� before the Deity, and carefully placing a tulas� leaf on each
preparation, said, Òæh�kuraj�, please take Your meal now. I donÕt know all of the appropriate
mantras, but You please eat. I will remain standing just here.Ó

He stood there for some time and then earnestly said, Òæh�kuraj�, I have been standing here
for nearly one-half hour now, and looking at Your plate I see that You still have not eaten. When
my father offers You food, You eat it with great delight in only three or four minutes. But just
because I donÕt know the mantras, You are not eating. Will You remain hungry just because my
father is not here? Then I also will not eat. As long as You donÕt eat, I will also not take anything.Ó

With great love and sincerity he was saying this. If this sentiment is not in our chanting of the
mantra, then the mantra will never be effective. The mantra is meant to awaken this sentiment
within us, and if we are serving the Deity without this sentiment, then how will He ever accept
what we offer?
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After waiting a few moments more, the boy said, ÒPrabhu, You will not eat? Then I will go to
sleep without eating or drinking.Ó

Then Bhagav�n could no longer restrain Himself. He leapt down from His siµh�sana, took His
seat, and ate the offering with both hands. He didnÕt leave anything whatsoever on the plate, and
He was very pleased. The boy took the empty plate back to the kitchen and said, ÒMother, Bha-
gav�n has finished eating. With great difficulty, I finally got Him to accept the offering.Ó

The boyÕs mother said, ÒWhat do you mean ÔHe ate itÕ? Where have the chap�t�s gone? Where
is the sabj�?Ó

ÒHe ate them.Ó
ÒHe ate them? How is it possible?Ó
The next day the boy fed Bhagav�n in the same way, and the following day the br�hmaÃa

returned home. His wife said to him, ÒFor two nights we have gone to sleep without eating or
drinking anything.Ó

ÒWhy?Ó the br�hmaÃa asked.
Òæh�kuraj� has eaten everything that was offered to Him.Ó
Òæh�kuraj� has eaten? How?Ó
After some deliberation, the br�hmaÃa called his son and said, ÒMy dear son, a rat must have

taken the offerings. They especially like to make their homes under old siµh�sanas like we have
here. With great comfort he is living and very easily he is getting whatever he needs to eat, and
he is also getting plenty of ghee to drink.Ó

But his son insisted, ÒNo, æh�kuraj� has eaten it all!Ó
ÒAlright, alright. Tonight you again make the offering.Ó
That night, unknown to his son, the br�hmaÃa hid nearby while his son was making the offer-

ing to see if the Deity was really eating it or not. The boy said, ÒPrabhu, donÕt be late. Please come
quickly and take Your meal.Ó But the Deity stayed in His place, so the boy said, ÒPrabhu, why are
You not eating? You have become shy? Why? What has happened?Ó

Then softly a voice came: ÒToday, your father is watching from over there. Therefore I will not
come.Ó

The boy replied, ÒWhy? You must come and eat. If you donÕt eat, I will be very unhappy.Ó
Then the Deity said, ÒGo over and simply touch your father.Ó
The boy did so, and at that time the boyÕs pure sentiment arose within his father, and then the

br�hmaÃa could see how the Deity was actually eating the offering.
This is the necessary sentiment for performing p�j�. If there is no such sentiment, no such

faith, then there is no qualification for p�j�. Therefore K¨§Ãa says:

patraµ pu§paµ phalaµ toyaµ
yo me bhakty� prayacchati
tad ahaµ bhakty-upah¨tam

a�n�mi prayat�tmanaú

Bhag.-g�t� 9.26
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ÒI accept whatever is offered to Me by those who have this exalted sentiment of pure devotion.Ó
Arjuna said, ÒPrabhu, it is not possible for me to do this type of arcana here on this battlefield.

Please tell me an even easier way.Ó
Then K¨§Ãa said, ÒYou need something easier? Then m�µ namaskuru: just offer praÃ�ma unto

Me.Ó
Not just any praÃ�ma, but the meaning of Ônamask�raÕ is offering it without any false ego.

sarva-dharm�n parityajya
m�m ekaµ �araÃaµ vraja

Bhag.-g�t� 18.66

ÒGive up all kinds of religion and just surrender exclusively to Me.Ó
Taking this instruction to heart we should offer praÃ�ma to K¨§Ãa. For one who offers

namask�ra to K¨§Ãa like this just once, it is as if from above he has jumped into a vast body of
waterÑwhich is the ocean of material existenceÑand then at once looks back and sees that he
has already crossed it. 

dasa�vamedhi punareti janma
k¨§Ãa praÃ�m� na punarbhav�ya

ÒEven one who has performed ten horse sacrifices takes birth again, but one who has just once
offered praÃ�ma to K¨§Ãa never takes birth again.Ó

One will not again enter the cycle of birth and death. One will not be again forced into the
womb of a mother if they have offered praÃ�ma to K¨§Ãa just once with exclusive surrender. This
is the meaning of m�µ-namaskuru.

So Arjuna said, ÒPrabhu, I offer praÃ�ma to You not just once, but hundreds of times!Ó
In this verse, K¨§Ãa says, ÒMad-bhakto: become My devotee. Man-man� bhava: absorbing your

mind and heart in Me, engage in My bhajana. At the end of that bhajana, mad-y�j�: worship Me,
and after performing p�j� offer your full praÃ�ma to Me.Ó

Now all four activities described in this verse have become one. With great faith, sentiment,
and love, sincerely following all of the limbs of bhakti, offer your namask�ra to Bhagav�n �r�
K¨§Ãa. This is sarva-guhyatam, the most hidden treasure, and paramaµ vacaú, the supreme
instruction of the Bhagavad-g�t�. If anyone earnestly follows just this one verse, they will certainly
cross over the ocean of material existence and attain exclusive prema at the feet of �r� K¨§Ãa.

In condensed form this verse of the G�t� is showing us how to attain the bhakti of Vraja, and
then in the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam this conception is delineated in an expanded form. Therefore
the beginning book is the G�t�, and we should never disrespect the G�t� in any way. The instruc-
tions in it should serve as the foundation upon which we will construct a palace of bhakti wherein
we will perform p�j� to �r� R�dh� and K¨§Ãa with great love. This is the essence of the Bhagavad-
g�t�.
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Chapter Four

Basanta Pa�cam�

Basanta Pa�cam� is the first day of the basanta or spring season. Basanta Pa�cam� and the
spring season have their own special importance, and especially Hindu people celebrate this with
great respect. On this day, we pick the mustard flower, barley and wheat, and offer them to our
favourite Deity. From today, taking drums, karat�las, and different kinds of instruments, we play
basanta-r�gas (songs), and the festival of Hol� begins. There will be so many songs and k�rtanas,
and all are related to �r� R�dh� and K¨§Ãa. In previous times this was done even more, but now
society has changed somewhat. Still there is great enthusiasm for this festival.

This time of year, in the trees, creepers, animals, birds, in any conscious entity, rasa seems to
increase. In the mango tree, flower buds will certainly appear. In the groves of mango trees, the
she-crow will eat these buds and start making a Ôku-kuÕ sound. The trees and creepers will shed
their old leaves and change, and be newly decorated with new, soft, red leaves. It is as if they have
come to participate in �r� K¨§ÃaÕs basant�-r�sa, and with their new decoration, they are encour-
aging Him. All of nature at once changes; such is the spring season. 

Also, in Vraja, from this very day, K¨§Ãa and the gop�s begin their basant�-r�sa. There is one
r�sa called �arad�ya (autumn)-r�sa, and another called basant�-r�sa. On this day, in Bengal, there
is worship of Sarasvat�. Bengal is mainly a province of �aktas, those who worship �akti, potency.
From the potency of R�dhik� come Sarasvat� and Durg�, and according to our line of thought,
there is no special difference between Sarasvat� and Durg�. With great decoration the Bengalis
worship Sarasvat�, the goddess of knowledge. We worship �uddha-Sarasvat�, the dear potency of
Bhagav�n who makes the j�vas move in the direction of Bhagav�n. There is also Bimal�nanda-
Sarasvat�, who is the servant of �uddha-Sarasvat� and another form of her. Bimala means pure:
she who in pure form gives �nanda to K¨§Ãa is known as Bimal�nanda-Sarasvat�. She bestows
knowledge throughout the entire universe, and the people of the world serve her. Because �ud-
dha-Sarasvat� is the root cause of the good opportunity to hear pure hari-kath�, first of all we
should offer praÃ�ma to her, and then we may make an effort to enter into everything related to
basant�-r�sa.

K¨§Ãa has different r�sas at different times. Amongst them, �arad�ya-r�sa and basant�-r�sa have
their own special importance. For giving �nanda to all of the nitya-siddha gop�s and s�dhana-sid-
dha gop�s, K¨§Ãa commences the �arad�ya-r�sa. No activity or pastime of K¨§Ãa is done for His
own pleasure, whereas any activity that we do, even up to serving the Deity, is done for our own
pleasure. We are serving the guru for what? To get some future pleasure from it, so we will attain
something. We may be performing bhajana, but in doing that, the idea of giving pleasure to
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K¨§Ãa is secondary. It should be the prime consideration, but in our conditioned state we are
serving merely for our own peace of mind. That which we do for ourselves is not bhakti. Gradu-
ally, when what we do becomes solely for the pleasure of K¨§Ãa and His associates, then only will
it be bhakti. It must be purely for K¨§Ãa, for R�dh�, for Their associates, and then it will be �ud-
dha-bhakti. 

K¨§Ãa is Himself the crown-jewel of those who are �tm�r�ma and �ptak�ma: He has no unful-
filled desire. All of His desires are satisfied, so He doesnÕt need to take anything from anyone to
become complete. In j�vas we find this quality of incompleteness: in our happiness, knowledge,
renunciation, or whatever, we are not complete. By taking from K¨§Ãa, or taking from other peo-
ple, we want to become complete, but K¨§Ãa is �tm�r�ma and �ptak�ma. He needs nothing to
enjoy, but upon seeing the desires of His devotees, the desire to enjoy arises within Him. 

bhagav�n api t� r�tr�ú
��radotphulla-mallik�ú

v�k§ya rantuµ mana� cakre
yoga-m�y�m up��ritaú

�r�mad-Bh�g. 10.29.1

ÒBhagav�n �r� K¨§Ãa, witnessing the arrival of those autumn nights scented with blossoming jas-
mine flowers, desired to enjoy loving affairs, and for this purpose He employed His Yogam�y�
potency.Ó

Bhagav�n is �ptak�ma, but still there is some desire in His heart because He is rasika, and also
raso vai saúÑthe emporium of rasa. There is also desire in the hearts of the gop�s to taste that
rasa. Although K¨§Ãa is �tm�r�ma and �ptak�ma, today He will be drowned in rasa because
within the gop�s is the desire that K¨§Ãa will be pleased. For this purpose they worshipped
K�ty�yan�, and one year before, during the month of K�rttika, she gave them a boon, and for ful-
filling that boon there is desire in their hearts. 

The description of �arad�ya-r�sa has been given in the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam, and it is very beau-
tiful and pleasing to the heart. Basant�-r�sa has been described in the G�ta-govinda by �r�
Jayadeva Gosv�m�. One other topic of r�sa, ��carya-r�sa, has been described by Prabhod�nanda
Sarasvat� in a small book of Sanskrit poetry named ��carya-rasa-prabandha. 

What is the meaning of r�sa? MaÃ¶al�-v�dhya-n¨tya: when in an independent way, one hero and
many different heroines come together and dance to instruments playing scriptural music, it is
called r�sa. This particular type of dancing has been described in the scriptures, and we do not
see this r�sa in any other incarnation of Bhagav�n besides K¨§Ãa. They are able to do it, but have
not, so then what to speak of any human being. If any human does this, it is given the name ÔlustÕ
and is considered degraded behaviour. When those devotees who for millions of births have
rejected worldly desires and pleasures and have performed bhajana with the sentiment of the
gop�s for the pleasure of K¨§Ãa meet together in a group in an independent, free way, dancing
to different instruments playing scriptural music, that is r�sa. But the scriptures have accepted
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this very thing in relation to K¨§Ãa only, and rejected everyone else. K¨§Ãa and the gop�s are
engaged in r�sa for each otherÕs pleasure, and in this there is such an increase in prema that you
will not find it fully described in any scripture. 

Therefore K¨§Ãa Himself, the crown-jewel of all performers of l�l�, has said, ÒUpon coming
together for this r�sa, what has happened within My heart? In My heart what are the feelings, and
how are they arising?Ó

Just as milk is heated and boils over, such are the waves within K¨§ÃaÕs heart that He Himself
is unable to describe them. And it is the same for the gop�s also: when you have forgotten your
own body, what can you describe? Therefore, a few elevated personalities, such as Vy�sadeva, in
the sam�dhi of meditation saw this phenomenon from a position of neutrality. Otherwise, they
would have become emotionally involved in it and become bewildered also. The gop�s were
bewildered, K¨§Ãa was bewildered, and unless one was seeing it from an aloof position, one
would not be able to describe it. Therefore Vy�sa was able to describe a little of it. 

The goddess K�ty�yan� had given the gop�s a boon, and on the day of �arad�ya P�rÃim�, K¨§Ãa
saw the moon in a special way. In the autumn season, when the moon is full, there remains no
clouds, smoke, or dust in the sky, and all becomes clear. The season itself is very beautiful. It is
not too hot and it is not too cold, and by the influence of the moon all kinds of flowers are
blooming. In the early evening, the sun sets, and the full moon casts red rays on his dear one,
the personification of the eastern direction. Our commentators have said that when K¨§Ãa saw
the moon, He remembered, ÒOh, yes. We are members of the Candra dynasty, and the original
head of the Candra dynasty is this very Candra whom I see now. Tonight the indication has arisen
in My heart that the eastern direction is really the wife of S�rya. I am similarly applying colour
to the faces of the gop�s, meaning that I am enjoying amorous pastimes with them, and in this
there is no fault, especially since I am actually the husband of the entire world.Ó

Seeing the moon, this inspiration arose in Him. At that time He remembered that a boon had
been given to the gop�s who had been performing tapasy� for millions of births, and it was the
last day of the month for p�j�, p�rÃim�. They were new gop�s, young girls, and they gave invita-
tions to R�dhik�, Vi��kh�, Lalit�, and all of the gop�s of Vraja-maÃ¶ala: ÒToday please come and
join us in our p�j�.Ó So on that day when their worship was to be completed, R�dhik�, Vi��kh�,
and Lalit� joined them, but they didnÕt participate in the worship. Why? Because they had
already been married, so for them there was no necessity of saying, ÒWe desire to have the son
of Nanda as our husband.Ó But all of them were present there, and on that very day K¨§Ãa took
their clothes and gave them all a boon. He thought, ÒToday, I will fulfil the desires of their
hearts.Ó

He played His flute, and when all of the gop�s came there, He said, ÒI have already had dar�ana
of all of you, so now please return home. Serving your husbands is your duty.Ó

The gop�s replied, ÒWho in this world can be a guru like You? You are our gurudeva. There is
no instruction as beautiful as what you have just given us. Telling us to serve our husbandsÑ
there is no greater instruction than this, so You are our guru then. Previously we were offering
p�j� to K�ty�yan�, and now we have attained Your service, so You are our gurudeva. Therefore
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accept the p�j� we offered before, and if You donÕt, then You are not fulfilling Your words, and
the reaction to committing apar�dha will come upon You.

ye yath� m�µ prapadyante
t�µs tathaiva bhaj�my aham

Bhag.-g�t� 4.11

ÒÔAs they surrender unto Me, I reward them accordinglyÕÑthese are Your words. Please fulfil
the desires of our bhajana. To You we have only brought ourselves; we have nothing more to
offer You, so please be happy. Before, in our p�j�, we offered dried fruit, rock candy, and
sweetsÑwhatever we had, we offered to K�ty�yan� in our p�j�, but in reality it was all meant for
You. Please accept it, otherwise You are not fulfilling Your words.Ó

K¨§Ãa could not defeat them with words. In his description of ��carya-r�sa, Prabhod�nanda
Sarasvat� has shown these things with a little difference. He has written that on that day K¨§Ãa
called through the flute, ÒR�dhe! R�dhe!Ó and each of the gop�s thought, ÒHe is calling my
name!Ó 

jagau kalaµ v�ma-d¨��µ manoharam

�r�mad-Bh�g. 10.29.3

The meaning of this is very beautiful. Jagau means played, and manoharam means he who
steals the heart. He played His flute in such a way as to steal the attention of the whole world,
and all the gop�s became automatically attracted. K¨§Ãa, by His beauty, by His qualities, by His
affection, by His rasa, and by all the other specialities of His style, stole the hearts of all living
entities. He sent a messenger from house to house. How did He send it? By His lips through the
medium of His flute, all the rasa of His heart was expressed in His calling of the gop�s. The wood
of the flute, bamboo, is generally dry, but He injected it with rasa. He gave a little blow into the
flute, and from the flute came a very peculiar vibration, the likes of which He could not have
made with His mouth alone.

Emerging from the flute, the vibration saw that in the entire universe there was no fit recepta-
cle for it, so it crossed over the entire brahm�Ã¶a. Going up from there, it also crossed
VaikuÃ ha, and even crossed Mathur� and Dv�rak�. Entering Vraja this sweet vibration stunned
and bewildered everyone, and put them to sleep. All of the older ladies of Vraja became uncon-
scious and knew nothing of what was happening. The sakh�s also remained sleeping. Then, for
making the gop�s give themselves to K¨§Ãa, that vibration arrived at their ears and saw that the
door was open. Coming across an open door, it immediately entered through the medium of
their ears, and came to the most valuable of all things: their hearts. The patience of the heart,
the fear and shyness towards guruÑwhatever was there, it plundered everything. And only when
it was leaving did the gop�s come to know of it and say, ÒWhere have our hearts gone?Ó They saw
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that a thief had come and is going away, where? In the direction from which that vibration came,
so they ran there.

When I joined the mission, there was an older brahmac�r� who would sit in the corner and
chant japa with his back pointed outward so that nothing would distract him. Every day he would
chant one l�kha of harin�ma. One day while he was sitting quietly and chanting, he heard a
noise, and not fully to his external senses, he looked to one side and saw a thief escaping with a
money box. As he got up to pursue the thief, his dhot� began to fall down, so he clutched it with
one hand. With the other hand he was still taking harin�maÑhe didnÕt leave his harin�ma! In
this very state, with one hand on his harin�ma-m�l� and the other hand holding up his dhot�,
yelling ÒThief! Thief!Ó he ran after him. Then his foot got caught in his dhot� and he almost fell!
At that time he was not completely to his external senses, so how could he catch the thief? He
couldnÕt catch him, but he ran after him in that condition anyway. Finally more people came and
the thief was caught.

At the time when K¨§Ãa played the flute, the gop�s were in a similar condition. It was early
evening. One gop� was serving her husband, another was milking a cow, another was cooling
milk by pouring it from one vessel to another, another was decorating herself, and others were
doing other things. So when the thief comes, if there is a delay of even one moment, it wonÕt be
possible to catch him. Therefore the gop�s immediately ran after Him. Some had applied make-
up to only one eye, and the remainder was in their hands as they left. Others, in a bewildered
state, dressed themselves in a disorderly fashion, and as they went, their clothes were dragging
on the ground. Not fully externally aware, they arrived in the arena of r�sa. This is called
�arad�ya-r�sa. 

During that r�sa, K¨§ÃaÕs dearmost gop� exhibited some jealous anger. K¨§Ãa was thinking, ÒI
am enjoying with so many gop�s; no one is as fortunate as Me.Ó But this gop� thought, ÒAll are
equal to Me? He told Me that I was the dearest to Him, and here I see that He is a liar. He is
dancing and singing with everyone.Ó Therefore She exhibited m�na, jealous anger. Then K¨§Ãa
grabbed Her and disappeared on the path. The gop�s began searching. Searching and search-
ing, they saw a pair of footprints, and along with them was the footprint of some ki�or�. One
group of gop�s understood whose footprint that was, but the sakh�s in the mood of Candr�val�
didnÕt understand whose it was.

anay�r�dhito n�naµ
bhagav�n harir ��varaú
yan no vih�ya govindaú
pr�to y�m anayad rahaú

�r�mad-Bh�g. 10.30.28

The gop�s thought, ÒCertainly this particular gop� has worshipped �r� Govinda the best, there-
fore He has left us and taken only Her with Him.Ó Those that were servants of that gop� recog-
nised Her footprint, and were very, very happy. ÒToday Prabhu has taken our sakh� and van-
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ished!Ó As they went further and further, these gop�s felt increasing �nanda, but the others were
feeling separation. ÒWe see that Her footprints stop hereÑwhere has She gone? Definitely that
gop� had become tired, and therefore He lifted Her up and carried Her on His shoulders.Ó

When they went a little further ahead, the gop�s noticed a place on the ground where some-
one had been sitting, and near it some flowers had fallen. There were also some toe-prints on
the ground. ÒIt seems that here K¨§Ãa has lifted up His heels to pick flowers, so here He has cer-
tainly decorated Her with flowers.Ó They went a little further ahead and saw that very sakh�, alone
and lamenting, and said ÒOh! It was this sakh� K¨§Ãa had taken with Him!Ó Seeing Her crying
and crying, the other gop�s felt some sympathy for Her. Leaving Her behind, K¨§Ãa had gone on
His way. Otherwise they would have been jealous of Her.

There are so many beautiful things described there in chapters 29-33 of the Tenth Canto. In
the end, they again met K¨§Ãa. He appeared to them, a little ashamed, and said, ÒSakh�s, I am
certainly very grateful to you.Ó They put a question about loving reciprocation to Him, and His
answer was very beautiful. Here we complete our summary of �arad�ya-r�sa.

Caitanya Mah�prabhu, R�ya R�m�nanda, Svar�pa D�modara, and �r�v�sa PaÃ¶ita were
together at Ratha-y�tr�. It was the day of Hera Pa�cam�. At that time, �r�v�sa saw that the d�s�s
of Lak§m�dev� had arrested the gop�s and were harassing them. As a form of taxation they were
snatching their ornaments and punishing them. Very happily they were playing horns, laughing,
and saying, ÒHey cowherds! You work only with milk, and you want to be equal to Lak§m�dev�?
Today she will teach you a good lesson!Ó

They were taking some of the gop�sÕ clothing and beating them with that, and taking some tax-
ation from them. Seeing all of this, �r�v�sa PaÃ¶ita was very pleased, and said, ÒJust see! What is
there in V¨nd�vana? The garlands there are composed merely of guÃj� flowers. Where would
they get good quality ornaments? All they have are these ornaments made of flowers, and they
are wearing these things. Their opulence is petty in comparison to the massive opulence of
Lak§m�.Ó

Then Svar�pa D�modara said, ÒWhat is the nature of the gop�sÕ ankle bracelets? They are more
valuable than the diamonds on Lak§m�dev�Õs head. Only these simple flowers are necessary for
them to attract �r� K¨§Ãa. Since nothing else is necessary, their opulence is the highest.Ó In this
way he described the greatness of the gop�s.

Mah�prabhu said, ÒHe is correct. I agree that the prema of the gop�s is the highest of allÑit is
even higher than that of Lak§m�. And amongst all of the gop�s who is the best?Ó

Svar�pa D�modara replied, ÒR�dhik�. R�dhik�Õs prema is the most advanced of all.Ó
ÒHow?Ó
ÒIn the r�sa-l�l�, K¨§Ãa left all others and vanished, taking only Her. He took Her in a decep-

tive way.Ó
ÒWhy with deception?Ó
ÒBecause He was afraid of the other gop�s. If He had taken Her in front of everyone, then per-

haps Candr�val� and the others would have become jealous of the prema of R�dhik�.Ó
Mah�prabhu said, ÒWe donÕt want to hear about Him stealing Her. Because the name of the

particular gop� that He took is not mentioned in the Bh�gavatam, it could have been Candr�val�
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or any other gop�. Please tell us how K¨§Ãa directly considers R�dh� only to be the best.Ó
Now Jayadeva will begin describing the basant�-r�sa: ÒMy heart is palpitating, for I desire to write

such a thing which in this life I have not written before, and which is not mentioned anywhere:
that K¨§Ãa will fall at the feet of R�dhik�. We know it well, but K¨§Ãa is the Supreme Controller,
the cause of all causes, and the original bhagavat-avat�ra. That He falls at the feet of His own
potency who is the form of His d�s�ÑI donÕt know if this is proper, but my heart is saying that
without K¨§Ãa putting His head at Her feet, She will not be appeased! I donÕt know if I am able
to write it.Ó

Jayadeva goes on to describe that on the plains of Girir�ja Govardhana, at Candra-sarovara,
Candra remained throughout the whole of one of Brahm�Õs nights. What is the duration of
Brahm�Õs night? Millions of yugas. In order to witness the r�sa-l�l� he stayed there, so it is called
Candra-sarovara. 

In the spring season, all of the fruits and flowers in V¨nd�vana come out. The she-crow starts
her Ôku-kuÕ sound, the peacock starts his Ôke-k�hÕ sound, and it is as if the pigeons are playing the
conchshell, making their Ôko-koÕ sounds. They are all making their own sounds, and collectively
it sounds as if they are playing a �ahan��. In this way all of the birds and animals become happy,
and there is no one who is not dancing. Forming groups, K¨§Ãa and the gop�s start dancing. All
young unmarried girls are present there, and they had been waiting for one year. For dancing
with K¨§Ãa, for meeting K¨§ÃaÑfor a whole year a fire of separation had been burning inside
them. Not for themselves, not for lust, but for mitigating this separation.

For really becoming immersed in K¨§ÃaÕs rasa, one must enter into this poetry composed by
Jayadeva Gosv�m�. Therefore, Caitanya Mah�prabhu, His heart full of rasa, at night would tell
Svar�pa D�modara, ÒPlease recite G�ta-govinda for Me.Ó Hearing it, immediately His pleasure
would increase. Svar�pa D�modara would read precisely what Caitanya Mah�prabhu desired to
hear. Sometimes it was the poetry of Jayadeva, sometimes CaÃ¶�d�sa, sometimes Vidy�pati, and
sometimes he would read verses from the five chapters describing r�sa in the �r�mad-Bh�ga-
vatam.

The gop�s were clapping their hands as if they were karat�las, and they played drums, the v�Ã�
and the sit�ra. It was divinely beautiful as the gop�s played one r�ga after another. There are
some melodies in which there is no rasa, so they played only the r�gas that increased the rasa.
K¨§Ãa sang in a very high pitch, and in different melodies. The gop�s then sang one song in a
higher pitch than K¨§Ãa. He wanted to sing higher, but couldnÕt, and He could only say, ÒS�dhu!
S�dhu! (Very nice! Very nice!)Ó K¨§Ãa was dancing, and with �r�mat� R�dhik�, He danced with
such speed and dexterity that He Himself was astonished, and He chanted, ÒS�dhu! S�dhu!Ó

With one gop� K¨§Ãa was holding hands, with another He was dancing by jumping up and
down, another He was embracing, and another He was kissing on the hand. Sometimes, with His
eyes half-open in great prema, He would look in the direction of a particular gop�. He would fol-
low a certain rhythm of racing behind one gop� after another, and this is how basant�-r�sa is
described.

In a fraction of a second, as short as the blink of the eyes, thousands more gop�s arrived and
started dancing. R�dhik� saw that at that time K¨§ÃaÕs parama-ai�varya �akti was not working; He
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had stopped it. Here He kept the cause behind pastimes, Yogam�y�, separate from Him. He
placed all of these potencies far away by telling them, ÒAt this time you will not do anything; for
now you just sit quietly and watch.Ó In this l�l� of K¨§Ãa, everything was forgotten. Here, because
ai�varya was not manifest, K¨§Ãa didnÕt know that ÒI am Bhagav�n,Ó and the gop�s didnÕt know
that ÒWe are é�var�, we are the root of Yogam�y�.Ó All was forgotten.

After a little while, R�dhik� saw, ÒK¨§Ãa is a big cheater. He is cheating Me. He seems to be
dancing only with Me, but actually He is dancing with everyone. Only because of His speed and
dexterity does it seem that He is alone with Me.Ó

Then R�dhik� exhibited some m�na, jealous anger. If we feel this emotion, there is some self-
ishness in it, but in the hearts of devotees there is no selfishness. In Her heart there is never any
envy, but even if there is some, it is only a transformation of prema and mah�bh�va. DonÕt con-
sider this to be a deformation, but rather an aspect of Her variegatedness, Her speciality. 

There is milk: add some sugar, and it becomes sweet. Mix a little kevr�, then a little camphor
and other things, and it becomes more and more sweet and tasteful. Like this R�dhik� has Her
own uniqueness, and for making K¨§Ãa even happier, She exhibited some m�na. She left the r�sa
and went to a ku�ja , but then what happened? Upon arriving there She thought, ÒWhy did I
leave K¨§ÃaÕs association? He didnÕt leave Me; I left Him. If there is any unfortunate woman, it is
Me. There is no one as unfortunate as Me.Ó

Meanwhile K¨§Ãa met one sakh� and requested her, ÒPlease go to R�dh� and tell Her that K¨§Ãa
is saying, ÔI am very unhappy for You. In the future I will never do such a thing as I did again,
and You will always be happy. Now You please forgive Me.ÕÓ

The sakh� went to R�dhik� and seeing Her condition said, ÒWhy are You behaving like this?
Leaving K¨§Ãa You came here. He tried to please You, but You wouldnÕt accept it, so why are You
upset?Ó Just then Lalit� appeared there and said, ÒK¨§Ãa is a liar! DonÕt trust Him! DonÕt ever
reveal Your simplicity to Him! Remain crooked, otherwise You wonÕt be able to have straightfor-
ward dealings with Him! He will never understand Your value, so always remain crooked.Ó

The sakh� tried in may ways to pacify R�dhik�, but She would not be appeased. When the sakh�
returned to K¨§Ãa and told Him this, He said, ÒSomehow I must appease Her.Ó Then K¨§Ãa
thought He would play a joke to appease Her. Pretending to be very unhappy, His face became
withered and saying, ÒNow I am going!Ó He left there and hid in a nearby ku�ja. Then some
sakh�s followed behind Him whispering, ÒWhere is He going? Let us see.Ó

He entered a ku�ja and laid down amongst some large rocks. Seeing Him lie down, the sakh�s
returned to �r�mat� R�dhik�, Lalit�, Vi��kh�, and the others, and told them, ÒHe has gone to a
nearby ku�ja. Being very unhappy and in pain from Your separation, He was not able to go any
further, and He has fallen asleep.Ó

They said, ÒWhere?Ó The sakh�s then led R�dhik� and the others to the ku�ja. They peered
into the entrance of the ku�ja and saw that His face was covered. They couldnÕt tell if He was cry-
ing, or sleeping, or what He was doing. Then, moving closer, they saw that He was sleeping. His
eyes were closed, and His face was a little covered. The gop�s exchanged hand signals, because
at that time, their supreme enemy, the flute, was hanging loosely in His hand! They thought that
they should take it. They did not consider for a moment that they might be entering a trap, but
just that they should take it.
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Then R�dhik� said, ÒYes, we should take it, but who will do it? Who will tie the bell around the
catÕs neck? Who will take the responsibility of snatching the flute from His hand? Friends, this is
not a simple thing! His hand is like a snake. If someone approaches and tries to take the flute,
the snake will bite him, give its ÔpoisonÕ, and it will never leave him! Therefore who will dare to
try?Ó

All of them thought together, and concluded that it would not be possible for anyone except
�r�mat� R�dhik�, so She said, ÒIf all of you insist, then certainly I will try.Ó

Very, very slowly, just as a cat does, She crept closer. Walking very slowly and stealthily, smiling
slightly and watching Him, She went closer. But what was K¨§Ãa doing? He had heard everything
that they had discussed amongst themselves, and feeling that He should enjoy Himself a little,
He thought, ÒIf R�dh� is to be appeased, there must be some direct conversation between Us.
But there has not been such an opportunity. Therefore I will let the flute be taken, and then I
will see how I can talk to R�dh�. I will ask each of them, ÔWhere did you put My flute?Õ and in
the course of asking all of them, I will necessarily come to R�dh�, and then I will get the chance.
It will be a moment of great happiness!Ó

Understanding everything, K¨§Ãa allowed His hand to become slack. Thinking Him to be
asleep, slowly R�dhik� crept near to Him and saw that He was apparently deeply asleep. When
someone is sleeping lightly, they can be easily awakened, but when someone is in deep sleep, you
cannot easily awaken them. K¨§Ãa appeared to be sleeping like that. Quickly She snatched the
flute from His hand, and at once the gop�s ran from the ku�ja. As they were all running with
their long hair swinging to and fro, K¨§Ãa opened His eyes, saying, ÒHari, Hari...hey, where has
My flute gone?Ó He ran outside the ku�ja and said to the gop�s, ÒYou have stolen My flute!Ó

He said to each gop�, ÒDid you take it?Ó until He came to R�dh�. She replied, ÒWhat will I do
with this useless piece of bamboo? Yes, I took it, and I will burn it also! It is only one piece of
bamboo. In our garden we have thousands of sticks of bamboo, so what is the big deal about only
one piece of bamboo? You can come and cut thousands and take them!Ó In this way they were
mutually joking, but they didnÕt realise that K¨§Ãa was knowingly joking with them. 

Still R�dhik� was not appeased, although internally She desired to meet K¨§Ãa. He had already
seen that sending a messenger would not do it, so what did He do next? He Himself expanded
into �y�mal� Sakh�. Assuming a very beautiful form, she approached the gop�s with a basket of
flowers in her hand, and in a sweet voice called out, ÒBy rendering service to someone, I will mit-
igate all of their distress and fatigue, and they will become very happy.Ó

At that time R�dhik� and the sakh�s were feeling fatigued and unhappy. Seeing �y�mal�, really
R�dhik� did not recognise this sakh� as K¨§Ãa Himself, and Lalit�, Vi��kh�, and the others also
did not recognise Him. When K¨§Ãa assumes another form, who will recognise Him? Even when
an ordinary actor changes dress, we cannot understand who it is. For this purpose He employed
Yogam�y�, and therefore no one could recognise Him. 

�y�mal� pleased R�dhik� by giving Her a flower garland which emanated a special fragrance.
R�dhik� thought, ÒWhere has this fragrance come from? Whose fragrance is this?Ó Knowing it to
be related to K¨§Ãa, She was very pleased.
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�y�mal� began saying to R�dhik�, ÒIn this world, there is no one who is as kind, who has as many
good qualities, who shows respect to everyone, who is as grateful, and who is as expert in all sixty-
four arts as K¨§Ãa is. What to speak of just in V¨nd�vana, in the entire brahm�Ã¶a there is no one
equal to Him. And You? You have so many good qualities and You are so beautiful, so towards
Him You should not commit any offence.Ó

Praising K¨§Ãa like this, and praising R�dh� like this, �y�mal� proved that K¨§Ãa was not at fault.
R�dhik� was fully appeased, and in the end for Her ultimate happiness, the final weapon was in
His hand. Having returned to His original form, He said to R�dhik�, ÒIn Me there is a fire of sep-
aration, and only the touch of Your feet can cool it. Therefore be merciful and decorate My head
with Your feet, because by doing so You will also become happy.Ó

Being pleased, R�dhik� said, ÒNow agree to one thing. The flower bracelets on My feet are bro-
ken; please rearrange them. And My hair plait has become loose; please tie it.Ó

Seeing that He had followed Her every order, She thought, ÒHe has obeyed all of My orders
very nicely. He will never go to another gop�. Come, let there be r�sa.Ó At that time, the r�sa-l�l�
was performed at Candra-sarovara, and this is how basant�-r�sa is described in the G�ta-govinda.

Although we donÕt have the qualification to engage in �ravaÃa and k�rtana of this topic, in brief
we have tried to describe this r�sa and what sentiments of love came in it. Tasting and tasting
this, just see how the condition of Mah�prabhu became! It was a wonderful thing! Svar�pa
D�modara and R�ya R�m�nanda would describe it to Him. I am only an ordinary person full of
anarthas, but in that place where Svar�pa D�modara and R�ya R�m�nanda are describing this,
K¨§Ãa Himself, full of r�dh�-bh�va, will be there as a listener in the form of �r� Caitanya
Mah�prabhu, and He receives so much �nanda from it. Therefore, we will silently remember this
basant�-r�sa, and when one day genuine spiritual greed arises in our hearts, we will be able to
directly serve this r�sa.
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Chapter Five

Ni��nta-bhajana

(1)

The daily pastimes of Bhagav�n are divided into eight parts, and the period from three oÕclock
in the morning until the rising of the sun is called ni��nta-l�l�. It is the anta or end of the ni��,
night. When the j�va begins performing bhajana it is like the rising of the sun. The j�va has been
adverse to Bhagav�n since time immemorial, and due to this mentality he wanders through
eighty-four l�khas of species. 

k¨§Ãa bhuliÕ sei j�va an�di-bahirmukha
ataeva m�y� t�re deya saµs�ra-duúkha

Cait.-carit. Madhya-l�l� 20.117

ÒForgetting K¨§Ãa, the j�va has been attracted by m�y� since time immemorial. Therefore m�y�
gives him all kinds of misery in his material existence.Ó

k¨§Ãa-bahirmukha haya bhogav�nch� kare
nika astha m�y� t�re j�pa iy� dhare

Prema-vivarta

When the j�va becomes adverse to Bhagav�n, M�y�dev� pounces on him and arrests him.

bhayaµ dvit�y�bhinive�ataú sy�d
���d apetasya viparyayo Õsm¨tiú

�r�mad-Bh�g. 11.2.37

ÒMisunderstanding himself to be a product of the material energy, the j�va becomes over-
whelmed with fear. Deceived by m�y�, his position becomes reversedÑinstead of being the ser-
vant of Bhagav�n, he becomes opposed to Him.Ó
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Bhagav�nÕs mah�m�y� is of two types: �varaÃ�tmik�-m�y� which covers the conditioned soul,
and vik§ep�tmik�-m�y� which arrests the conditioned soul and casts him into the eighty-four
l�khas of species. The first covers the j�va with a material physical body and with a subtle body
composed of mind, intelligence, and false ego. By identifying himself with these gross material
coverings the internal svar�pa of the j�va becomes covered. But it is erroneous to think that when
K¨§Ãa comes to this world His svar�pa also becomes covered. The clouds donÕt cover the sun, but
they can obstruct our vision so that we are unable to see the sun. But if we go up in an airplane,
we can then see that the sun is actually shining and that the clouds are situated below it. The
clouds are limited, whereas the sky is unlimited, and just as the clouds cannot cover the unlim-
ited sky, m�y� cannot cover K¨§Ãa. Where there is K¨§Ãa, there is no m�y�. There, ashamed, she
remains standing behind Him and is unable to do anything.

But Bhagav�n is so merciful that He descends to the material realm in the form of Param�tm�
and is always present in the heart of the j�va as the witness. He watches over us and looks for any
pretext to bring us back to Him. He is always there in the heart of the j�va watching and waiting
for such a good opportunity. He is very merciful, but not just merciful; He is the intimate friend
of the j�va. He knows all about how we can acquire our ultimate good fortune. 

When the j�va becomes opposed to Bhagav�n and m�y� pounces on him, some desires arise in
his heart. After fulfilling these desires, he realises that, ÒAll of this is actually not happiness after
all.Ó A baby sees fire, and thinking that it appears very pleasing, gets up to touch it, but his
mother says, ÒIf you touch the fire youÕll be burnt.Ó So she forbids him and takes him in her lap.
But he wonÕt listen and jumps out of her lap to try again, so what will she do then? She grabs his
hand and touches it momentarily to the fire, and upon feeling the burning sensation, the baby
pulls his hand away. Never again will he go near the fire. In the same way that Bhagav�n is very
merciful, M�y�dev� is also very merciful. Allowing the j�va to enjoy and helping him to attain what
he desires until the j�va realises, ÒIn reality this is poisonous!Ó, Bhagav�n then begins to bring the
j�va towards Himself.

brahm�Ã¶a bhramite kona bh�gyav�n j�va
guru-k¨§Ãa-pras�de p�ya bhakti-lat�-b�ja

Cait.-carit. Madhya-l�l� 19.151

It is the immense good fortune of the j�va that Bhagav�n comes to him in the forms of guru
and Vai§Ãavas. He sends the guru to him, and sends the Vai§Ãavas to him, and through them the
seed of the creeper of devotion is planted in the j�vaÕs heart. As long as we donÕt have this seed
of bhakti, for us it is still ni��, the night.
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y� ni�� sarva-bh�t�n�µ
tasy�µ j�garti saµyam�
yasy�µ j�grati bh�t�ni
s� ni�� pa�yato muneú

Bhag.-g�t� 2.69

When s�dhus and Vai§Ãavas are awake, it is night for worldly people, and what is day for worldly
people is night for the s�dhu. Those that have been arrested by m�y� are asleep to everything
related to Bhagav�n, and the s�dhus that are awake to Bhagav�n are asleep to the enjoying spirit
of worldly people. Therefore, for those not engaged in bhajana, it is ni��, night. They are trapped
in the night of sense enjoyment. When the night is coming to an end it is called ni��nta, and what
brings about the end of the conditioned soulÕs night?

sat�µ prasaºg�n mama v�rya-saµvido
bhavanti h¨t-karÃa-ras�yan�ú kath�ú

taj-jo§aÃ�d ��v apavarga-vartmani
�raddh� ratir bhaktir anukrami§yati

�r�mad-Bh�g. 3.25.25

ÒIn the company of Vai§Ãavas hari-kath� is very tasteful to the ears and heart. By this process
one progresses very quickly on the devotional path and will attain �raddh�, rati, and bhakti in
sequence.Ó

What is the first sign that the night of the j�vasÕ enjoying spirit is coming to an end? One attains
the association of guru and Vai§Ãava, and then comes to V¨nd�vana where day and night hari-
kath� is being spoken. So when the conditioned soul meets a real s�dhu who can give causeless
mercy, then it appears that the night of his wandering through eighty-four l�khas of species is
coming to an end, and daybreak is coming. The darkness of m�y� will be dissipated, and this is
called ni��nta-bhajana.

It is compared to the time when the night is completed and symptoms of the daybreak begin
to appear. The peacock makes the Ôke-k�hÕ sound, and the sparrows begin making the Õch�-ch�Õ
sound. The birdsÕ Ôch�-ch�Õ sound is like the devotees relishing hari-kath�, and the Ôke-k�hÕ
sound indicates that having accepted d�k§� from gurudeva, the stars that were so luminous dur-
ing the nightÑmeaning the attraction for sense enjoyment which until now was shining for the
conditioned soulÑare no longer visible. The eastern horizon begins to turn red, and now we
understand that the night has come to an end, meaning that the conditioned soulÕs wandering
in the material world will soon come to an end. This is ni��nta-bhajana, and is the dawning of
�raddh�, faith. And where does this faith come from? The thing which gives �raddh� to the heart
of a j�va and moves him in the direction of liberation and bhakti more than anything else is
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s�dhu-saºga. Bhagav�n �r� K¨§Ãa Himself especially came in the dress of a devotee and went door
to door giving k¨§Ãa-n�ma.

y�re dekha, t�re kaha Ôk¨§ÃaÕ-upade�a
�m�ra �j��ya guru ha�� t�raÕ ei de�a

Cait.-carit. Madhya-l�l� 7.128

ÒTell everyone you meet the instructions of K¨§Ãa. Under My order become a guru and deliver
everyone in this land.Ó

�r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu went from door to door telling the j�vas, ÒI went to My guruj� and he
told Me, ÔStudy Ved�nta!Õ But I said, ÔGuruj�, I am a big fool. There is no other fool like Me in
this world, so how will I study Ved�nta? Please be merciful and tell Me an easier method.Õ

ÒThen My guruj� said, ÔAlright. I see that You are unqualified to study Ved�nta. Then just
remember this verse:

harer n�ma harer n�ma
harer n�maiva kevalam

kalau n�sty eva n�sty eva
n�sty eva gatir anyath�

Cait.-carit. Madhya-l�l� 6.242

ÒÔBy taking harin�ma You will attain Your ultimate good. Besides this there is no other way, no
other way, no other way.ÕÓ Saying it once was not enoughÑhe said it three times. Why? To make
our firm faith arise in harin�ma: ÒDefinitely you will receive your highest good fortune by this!Ó
If He had not said it like this, would we have any faith in harin�ma? Besides harin�ma there is
no other way to attain happiness and peace of mind and cross over the ocean of material exis-
tence. To make faith arise in the hearts of the j�vas, Mah�prabhu has given this verse. 

Suppose a man is sleeping. How will you awaken him? By calling him: ÒHey, get up!Ó Similarly,
loudly singing n�ma-saºk�rtana acts as a mother who awakens the j�va who is deeply asleep in the
night of illusion. And in Kali-yuga, the best of all harin�ma is the mah�-mantra: ÒHare K¨§Ãa,
Hare K¨§Ãa, K¨§Ãa K¨§Ãa, Hare Hare; Hare R�ma, Hare R�ma, R�ma R�ma, Hare Hare.Ó

kh�ite �uite yath� tath� n�ma laya
k�la-de�a-niyama n�hi, sarva siddhi haya

Cait.-carit. Antya-l�l� 20.18

ÒBy chanting it at any time or place, even while eating or lying down, harin�ma gives all per-
fection.Ó
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When I first joined the mission, a doubt arose in me: ÒThere are no names higher than R�dh�-
K¨§Ãa. Mah�prabhu would go mad by chanting ÔK¨§Ãa, K¨§Ãa,Õ but in the mah�-mantra the name
of Sr�mat� R�dhik� is not given in an explicit way. Some chant ÔR�dhe K¨§Ãa, R�dhe K¨§Ãa, K¨§Ãa
K¨§Ãa, R�dhe R�dhe; R�dhe �y�ma, R�dhe �y�ma, �y�ma �y�ma, R�dhe R�dhe.Õ What is the
harm in that? �y�ma is a more direct name of K¨§Ãa in V¨nd�vana, and by chanting ÔHare K¨§ÃaÕ
we have to assume that ÔHareÕ means R�dhik�. Also ÔR�maÕ can refer to either the R�ma of Ayo-
dhy�, Saºkar§aÃa R�ma or Balar�ma. The direct name of R�dhik� is not found in the
mah�-mantra.Ó

Then I went and asked my guruj� and other Vai§Ãavas also, but perhaps considering me to be
unqualified to understand at that time, they merely said, ÒThe mah�-mantra is cint�maÃi, and
included within it is s�dhya and s�dhana, everything. If you need to know more, read Jaiva-
dharmaÑthe answer is there.Ó

It says there that there is so much rasa in the mah�-mantra that there is no need to chant any
other names. Mah�prabhu said, ÒI had faith in what My guruj� had said, and I started chanting
harin�ma. After chanting and chanting, one day I saw that very N�ma personified standing
before Me in an attractive three-fold bending posture, attired in the dress of a cowherd boy, play-
ing the flute, smiling, and looking in My direction with dancing eyebrows. Through the medium
of My eyes, My heart left My body, and laughing, crying, and rolling on the ground, I forgot
everything.Ó

Prak���nanda Sarasvat� had asked Mah�prabhu, ÒWhy are You not studying Ved�nta? Why are
You crying?Ó

Mah�prabhu replied, ÒIt is this n�ma which makes Me sing, dance, and cry. In this mah�-
mantra there is so much rasa; please just hear the explanation of only one word of it. ÔHareÕÑ
what is its meaning? Harati ku�je jaha sa r�dhik�: R�dhik� enchants K¨§ÃaÕs mind in such a way
that it steals Him away to the ku�ja. From the word ÔharanaÕ which means to steal, comes Ôhar�,Õ
which becomes ÔhareÕ. Tell Me thenÑhow beautiful is the meaning hidden within it?Ó

In this way, Mah�prabhu, R�pa Gosv�m�, and Raghun�tha d�sa Gosv�m� have extracted this
very beautiful meaning from the mah�-mantra. In the indirect form, parok§av�da, there is so
much rasa and �nanda that it is more than what is found in the direct form. In this way they have
described the glories of the mah�-mantra as being limitless. Guru, Vai§Ãavas, and the scriptures
make faith in this understanding arise in the heart of a j�va, and this is called ni��nta-bhajana.

(2)

Ni��nta-bhajana is of two types: one is within the realm of s�dhana, and the other is within the
realm of perfection, and is r�g�nug�-bhajana. In s�dhana it is the first stage of bhakti and is com-
pared to the end of the night in K¨§ÃaÕs l�l�. In K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes, when night has passed and day-
break is dawning it is called ni��nta-l�l�. It lasts for three hoursÑfrom three oÕclock until six
oÕclock. By the accumulation of suk¨ti we attain s�dhu-saºga, and when the seed of �raddh� is
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planted within us, it is ni��nta-bhajana. And as the word ni�� means night, here it refers to the
darkness of night when the j�va is opposed to K¨§Ãa. 

bhav�pavargo bhramato yad� bhavej
janasya tarhy acyuta sat-sam�gamaú

�r�mad-Bh�g. 10.51.53

When the j�va attains s�dhu-saºga, then this darkness of m�y� begins to dissipate and he can
understand that his night will soon be ending, meaning that his wandering through countless
lifetimes in this material world will soon be finished.

bhaktistu bh�gavad-
bhaktasaºgena parij�yate

satsaºgaú pr�pyate pumbhiú
suk¨taiú purva sancitaiú

B¨han-n�rad�ya Pur�Ãa 4.33

By the accumulation of suk¨ti, one attains s�dhu-saºga, and by s�dhu-saºga one attains bhakti.
But as long as one doesnÕt have resolute faith in the words of a s�dhu, then it will not be real
s�dhu-saºga. ÒI will die before I fail to follow the instructions of the s�dhuÓÑthis is the necessary
sentiment for performing bhajana.

The kingdom of s�dhana-bhajana for the j�va stretches from the beginning stage of �raddh� to
the stage of bh�va. In order for �raddh� to arise within a j�va, in the beginning there must be
some suk¨ti which has been acquired unknowingly. This suk¨ti is acquired by unknowingly per-
forming any activity related to Bhagav�n or His devotees, and from the influence of this suk¨ti
one attains s�dhu-saºga. 

The story of Prahl�da Mah�r�ja illustrates this point. In his previous life he was a br�hmaÃa,
and in his youth he was well-educated and eventually married. He was adorned with all good
qualities and served his parents faithfully. Once while going somewhere, by chance he fell into
bad association and became attached to a prostitute. He became so attached to her that he aban-
doned the service of his parents, abandoned his wife and children, sold everything in his house,
and destroyed his household life. Stealthily he had taken whatever possessions he had to this
prostitute. Then one day that prostitute saw that she had taken everything from him and that he
was now penniless, so she began to ignore him. She would converse with others in his presence,
but she would not speak to him and would just tell him to go away. Being very distressed, one
morning he left that place and wandered and wandered all day through a jungle and became
very hungry and thirsty. Then evening began to fall, and being a winter night it began to rain.
He thought, ÒNow where will I go?Ó He was fearing that he might be attacked by a tiger or bear.
Then he saw an old, neglected mandira, so he entered it and lay down. But the discord with the
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prostitute was paining him like a thorn in his heart, so he was unable to sleep and all night he
just cried and worried.

In another place that prostitute had repented and began searching for him. In the night she
took shelter in that same mandira not knowing that he was also there. She also just cried and
cried and was unable to sleep. When the next morning came, they saw each other, and crying
she at once went and fell at his feet. With great affection he embraced her, and the previous inci-
dent was forgotten. They returned to their life of misconduct, but at that time no one under-
stood what great benefit they received on that day. That day had happened to be N¨siµha Catur-
da��, and all day neither of them had drank any water or eaten anything. They had fasted all day,
and had also remained awake all night, so they received the benefit of observing N¨siµha Catur-
da��. And whose mandira was it that they had stayed in that night? N¨siµhadevaÕs. Unknowingly
they received such a great result from this that in his next life he became Prahl�da Mah�r�ja, and
she became his wife. 

From this he attained the opportunity to hear from N�rada. When he was still in his motherÕs
womb, he heard instructions from N�rada continuously for sixty thousand years. By the mercy of
N�rada he became the great tattva-j��n� and exclusive devotee of Bhagav�n, Prahl�da Mah�r�ja.
This is an example of how s�dhu-saºga is attained as the result of suk¨ti, and how bhakti is
attained as a result of that s�dhu-saºga.

If even unknowingly someone serves the Deity, they will achieve such a great result. Then if
someone knowingly constructs a mandira for the Deity, inaugurates the service of a Deity, makes
ornaments for the Deity, or faithfully serves Vai§Ãavas and hears tattva from them sincerely, how
much greater will the result be? So in the kingdom of bhakti this is called ni��nta-bh�va and
begins with the birth of �raddh�. And that faith will be in what? Not directly in Bhagav�n at first,
but in the words of the scriptures.

Ô�raddh�Õ-�abdeÑvi�v�sa kahe sud¨¶ha ni�caya
k¨§Ãe bhakti kaile sarva-karma k¨ta haya

Cait-carit. Madhya-l�l� 22.62

ÒIf I just perform bhajana of K¨§Ãa, then everything is accomplished.Ó Such a high quality type
of faith is called �raddh�. If that �raddh� is placed in the words of the scriptures, in the words of
the guru, and in the words of the Vai§Ãavas, then everything will come from that. ÒBy following
whatever they say, everything will be alright. Even if everything in my life is destroyed, then let it
be; I will continue executing bhagavad-bhajanaÓÑthis is �raddh�, even though there may be
anarthas in our bhajana. There is ani§ hat�-bhakti or unsteady devotion and ni§ hat�-bhakti or
firm devotion. In ani§ hat�-bhakti, there are uts�hamay� or false confidence, ghanataral� or spo-
radic endeavour, vy�¶ha-vikalp� or indecision, taraºga-raºgiÃ� or delighting in the material facil-
ities which come from bhakti, vi§aya-saºgar� or battling with the desires for sense pleasure, and
niyam�k§am� or the inability to uphold vows. Even though all of these may remain, if oneÕs faith
is of good quality, then upon attaining s�dhu-saºga his internal nature will gradually change.
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When one understands that upon attaining s�dhu-saºga the nightÑmeaning his conditioned
state of existenceÑwill be finished soon, his faith is of good quality.

The end of the night heralds the first of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes in the daytime. The peacock is sit-
ting in the upper part of the kadamba tree, and the koel is seated in the upper part of the mango
tree. The parrot is seated on a branch of the pomegranate tree, and because his beak is red, he
blends in with the red buds of the pomegranate tree. The female parrot eats grapes, so she is sit-
ting on the grape vine. All are ready and waiting for V¨nd�dev� to give her order, thinking,
ÒWhen will V¨nd�j� say?Ó Seeing that the appropriate time has come, V¨nd�dev� gives the order
to the birds, ÒBegin singing!Ó So they start making the sound Ôkala-ravaÕ. What is the meaning of
kala-rava? Rava means sound, and kala indicates the flute, so this sound tells K¨§Ãa that it is time
to awaken and play the flute. The koel, the hummingbird, and the male and female parrots start
singing, and being intoxicated by making these musical sounds, it seems that K�madeva is blow-
ing the conchshell. The male parrot is awakening K¨§Ãa, and the female parrot is awakening �r�-
mat�j�. The peacock is saying ÔkeÕ which means Ôwho?Õ He is referring to K¨§Ãa, meaning ÒWho
can conquer the great mountain of R�dhik�Õs jealous anger, shyness, and patience, which no one
else can cross over?Ó By making this sound he is saying, ÒHey K¨§Ãa! Please awaken!Ó The female
peacock is making the Ôk�hÕ sound, which also means Ôwho?Õ, meaning, ÒWho is it that, even
though Her heart is in the form of a seedling, can overpower the mad elephant K¨§Ãa, who is
directly Parabrahma Himself? R�dhik�.Ó Then everyone awakens and the l�l� begins.

In this world millions of j�vas are sleeping, and the kindness of the guru and Vai§Ãavas that
awakens them is like a fathomless ocean. We see this in the life of Gopa-kum�ra, and in the life
of Vrajan�tha in Jaiva-dharma, and in the lives of so many devotees in the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam.
Without the causeless mercy of Bhagav�n, no j�va whomsoever can be spiritually awakened. �r�-
mat� R�dhik� was waiting for Gopa-kum�ra to come to Her in Goloka, so She arranged for him
to take birth at Govardhana. She gave him the opportunity to daily take the cows out to graze
and to wander around Vraja. And She Herself sent his guru Jayanta to him. Finding any pretext
She made a plan to bring him to Her.

In the same way the guru and Vai§Ãavas are supremely merciful. If they see that oneÕs suk¨ti is
not strong, they somehow arrange that his suk¨ti will be strengthened. For those who already
have �raddh� they strengthen their �raddh� by bestowing upon them the gift of their own com-
pany. If they see that someone has no desire for bhakti, they arrange for them to hear hari-kath�.
A paramahaµsa Vai§ÃavaÑwho is qualified to cross the upper limit of the madhyama-adhik�r�
stageÑa topmost Vai§Ãava who is nind�di-��nya or free from the tendency to criticise others will
cry and be so upset for us. In the same way that K¨§Ãa cries and is upset for us, so the guru and
Vai§Ãavas are so upset for us that we cannot possibly estimate it. The guru and Vai§Ãavas suffer
so much for us, just like a mother when she is raising her small child. At night the mother is
sleeping, and the babyÕs crying awakens her. Then the child passes stool and cries even more.
Will the poor woman be able to sleep? She undergoes so much suffering and difficulty in the
upbringing of her child, and the father knows little of it. Only the mother can fully know it. Sim-
ilarly the guru and Vai§Ãavas are supremely merciful. Making different plans they make �raddh�
arise in others and then always try to strengthen that �raddh�. Their first duty towards us is to
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awaken our faith in harin�ma, guru, and Vai§Ãavas, and this is ni��nta-bhajana. If someone is to
begin performing bhajana, then for the welfare of their faith they must understand one thing:
that K¨§Ãa is Svayam Bhagav�n, and especially that �r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu is K¨§Ãa Himself.
This must be understood firstÑthat Mah�prabhu gave His everything to the j�vas, whereas K¨§Ãa
did not give as much. K¨§Ãa came in the form of Mah�prabhu with the bh�va of R�dhik�: what
is the meaning? We are not referring here to the three sentiments described in this verse (Cait.-
carit. �di-l�l� 1.6):

�r�-r�dh�y�ú praÃaya-mahim� k�d¨�o v�nayaiv�-
sv�dyo yen�dbhuta-madhurim� k�d¨�o v� mad�yaú

saukhyaµ c�sy� mad-anubhavataú k�d¨�aµ veti lobh�t
tad-bh�v�¶hyaú samajani �ac�-garbha-sindhau har�nduú

ÒDesiring to understand the glory of R�dhik�Õs love, the wonderful qualities in Him that She
alone relishes through Her love, and the happiness She feels when She realises the sweetness of
His love, �r� Hari, richly endowed with Her emotions, appeared from the womb of �r�mat�
�ac�dev�, as the moon appears from the ocean.Ó

These three sentiments of R�dhik� can be explained to a new devotee at a later stage. Here the
bh�va of R�dhik� that we mean is the sentiment of kindness and v�tsalya for the j�vas. Is this sen-
timent of mercy found more in K¨§Ãa or in R�dhik�? More in R�dhik�, and She is the one who
like a mother nurtures us. �r�mat� R�dhik� is the one who is the very personification of kindness
for us, and Her manifestation in this world is the guru. All of the kindness of Bhagav�n is found
in the guru.

saµs�ra-d�v�nala-l�¶ha-loka
tr�Ã�ya k�ruÃya-ghan�ghanatvam

�r� Gurva§ akam 1

ÒThe guru showers his kindness upon the j�vas who are suffering in the burning fire of mater-
ial existence.Ó

All of the kindness of Bhagav�n appears in the forms of guru and Vai§Ãavas. And what instruc-
tion do they give first? That �r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu came as the original guru of Kali-yuga to
teach n�ma-saºk�rtana. That He came with the sentiment of a devotee to give bhakti. He didnÕt
come in the form of Bhagav�n; He wonÕt give bhakti in that form. He will taste it as Bhagav�n,
but in what form will He give it? As a devotee. Without becoming a devotee, without becoming
the ��raya, then how could He give the vi§aya, k¨§Ãa-prema? K¨§Ãa is the only real vi§aya of prema
in all of existence, so He Himself would be unable to give it. R�dh�j� and all other devotees are
the ��raya of prema, so they can give it. Therefore K¨§Ãa Himself came taking the bh�va of R�d-
h�j�, here bh�va meaning karuÃa, kindness.
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anarpita-car�µ cir�t karuÃay�vatirÃaú kalau
samarpayitum unnatojjvala-ras�µ sva-bhakti-�riyam

Cait-carit. �di-l�l� 1.4

With this karuÃa, for the purpose of tasting three sentiments and for giving instruction to the
souls of this world, He came. And this is His first instruction:

n�mn�m ak�ri bahudh� nija-sarva-�aktis
tatr�rpit� niyamitaú smaraÃe na k�laú

et�d¨�� tava k¨p� bhagavan mam�pi
durdaivam �d¨�am ih�jani n�nur�gaú

�r� �ik§�§ aka 2

ÒO Bhagav�n! Your name is the giver of all auspiciousness to the j�vas, and therefore being mer-
ciful You are eternally manifest in the form of names like R�ma, N�r�yaÃa, Mukunda, M�dhava,
Govinda, D�modara, and others. You have invested all of your �akti in these names. Being cause-
lessly merciful You have not imposed any restrictions upon the chanting of Your names such as
any specified time or place, and therefore they can be chanted at any time of the day or night.
O Prabhu! This is Your causeless mercy upon the j�vas, but it is my great misfortune that due to
my offenses, attraction for Your name, which is the bestower of all spiritual fruits, has not arisen
within me.Ó

This is His first instruction: the n�ma is Svayam K¨§Ãa. There is an incident from the time of
Narottama æh�kura and Lokan�tha Gosv�m� concerning this point. Once when Narottama was
chanting japa, a farmer approached him asking for a pail of water. Not understanding the full
glories of the n�maÑthat it is nondifferent from n�m� in all respectsÑhe put aside his m�l� to
perform this charitable activity. Lokan�tha Gosv�m�, knowing that n�ma and n�m� are one and
the same and that service to the n�ma is service to K¨§Ãa, detected a fault in Narottama æh�kura.
There is no difference between Them. In s�dhana and in perfection the n�ma is K¨§Ãa.

Chanting and chanting the n�ma, Mah�prabhu said, ÒI saw K¨§Ãa in the form of Gop�la stand-
ing before Me.Ó The n�ma and K¨§Ãa Himself are nondifferent, as Mah�prabhu has said in this
verse from the �ik§�§ aka. Bhagav�n descended as an avat�ra in the form of so many namesÑ
why? Because there are many different types of people in the world. Their ni§ h� and �raddh�
are of many types. Their previously acquired natures are different, and even in perfection their
internal svar�pas are different. Therefore Bhagav�n has descended in the forms of many differ-
ent names. He has so many names like K¨§Ãa, N�r�yaÃa, Brahman, Param�tm�, Jagann�tha, and
also é�vara, Allah, Khuda, and God. But we can divide all of these names into two categoriesÑ
secondary and primary. Names where there is no specification are secondary, like é�vara. What is
the meaning of é�vara? In this name is there a particular form or shape specified? Just that He is
the controller, but there is no specification. And Oµ can mean K�l� or Gaur�, but does not spec-
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ify any particular form. And Jagann�thaÑwho does that refer to? All incarnations of Vi§Ãu can
be called Jagann�tha. God is also a secondary name. ÔGÕ stands for generator, meaning creator,
ÔoÕ stands for operator, meaning the one who maintains and nurtures, and ÔdÕ stands for
destroyer. Allah means He who is the greatest of all, just like our conception of Brahman. It is
also a secondary name. Hari means one who steals the consciousness, and is a primary name of
K¨§Ãa. It can also refer to Narahari and R�macandra along with K¨§ÃaÑthese are the three par�-
vasth� (superior) incarnations.

N¨siµha, V�mana, Kalki, R�ma, K¨§Ãa, N�r�yaÃa and Hari are all primary names. Primary
names are also of two types. Those names which refer to Bhagav�nÕs aspect of ai�varya are the
secondary primary names, and the names of K¨§Ãa are the main primary names. Then there is
some further consideration within the names of K¨§Ãa. According to the gradation of impor-
tance of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes, there is gradation in His names also. Of the names R�sa-bih�r� and
Ya�od�-nandana, which name is more special? R�sa-bih�r�. Like this, within the main primary
names are supremely primary names like R�dh�n�tha, R�dh�-k�nta, and Gop�n�tha. They con-
tain some special �akti and indicate a special pastime of K¨§Ãa. For instance, all of His m�dhurya
is included within the R�sa-bih�r� name, and of all of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes, this name indicates the
essence of them. By chanting this name these particular pastimes will be illuminated within the
heart of the chanter. 

There are different aspects of r�ma-n�ma. It bestows liberation, and therefore has been called
the t�raka-brahma, the sound vibration which helps one cross over m�y�. When referring to
D��arathi R�ma, it means the attractor of the hearts of the j�vas who is supremely merciful and
possesses so much bhakta-v�tsalya or special affection for His devotees. This r�ma-n�ma bestows
prema and ��nta-rasa, as well as d�sya, sakhya, and v�tsalya in partial forms. There is no differ-
ence between this name and the name of K¨§Ãa except for some special consideration of rasa.
But if R�ma refers to Ramayati K¨§Ãa or R�dh�-ramaÃa, then it will take one to the highest point. 

All of Bhagav�nÕs �akti has been invested in these namesÑsuch is His mercy. Who is the first
giver of �raddh�? Caitanya Mah�prabhu, and His associates also. And who directly delivers us?
Our gurudeva gives us all of this, and our �ik§�-guru also gives us this. So first of all we are
indebted to them, and then after them we are indebted to Mah�prabhu and His associates, even
though Mah�prabhu was the origin. First we put our faith in Gurudeva, and then we put our faith
in Mah�prabhu, because Mah�prabhu will not accept our devotion if we bypass the guru.

Therefore He has said n�mn�m ak�ri bahudh� nija-sarva-�aktis: all of His �aktis have been
invested within these names, and they differ according to the particular name. And no strict rules
have been imposed on the chanting of His names. Suppose someone is seated facing south and
saying the g�yatr�-mantraÑis this correct, or not? No, because a niyam or rule has been imposed
on chanting g�yatr�. But if someone sits to chant harin�ma facing south, will there be any harm?
No consideration of time or place has been imposed on the chanting of harin�ma. Mah�prabhu
said that even while eating and resting we should take harin�ma. Will we sit to chant g�yatr� or
to perform arcana with contaminated hands? No, because it will be apar�dha. But sometimes
when we sneeze, we say ÒHari, Hari,Ó and when we stumble over something we say, ÒR�ma,
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R�ma,Ó and there is no fault in this because in the chanting of harin�ma there are no such con-
siderations of time, place, or qualification. 

If one goes to an unclean place, he will not be able to absorb his mind in spiritual topics by any
means. But if he sits in a pure place, like Sev�-ku�ja, then very easily he will be able to meditate.
There we can discuss these high spiritual topics, but if we go and sit in an unsuitable place, will
we be able to discuss things like R�dhik�Õs ni��nta-l�l�? Never. Therefore there are so many s�d-
hanas, and in all of them there is such consideration, but in the chanting of harin�ma there is
no such consideration of time or place. While eating, lying down, with unclean hands and
mouth, or in whatever condition, one can chant harin�ma. Suppose someone has become dis-
abled and is unable to sit up. For him will a rule be imposed that he must sit up to chant har-
in�ma, and that he canÕt chant while lying down? Suppose someone is in the latrine suffering
from vomiting and diarrhoea. At that time he wonÕt be able to practice meditation, tapasy�, yoga
or anything. Seeing his helpless condition, will we say that he cannot chant harin�ma then, and
that instead someone will have to come and chant in his ear, ÒK¨§Ãa, K¨§Ãa, R�ma, R�maÓ? Even
in that condition the result will come from chanting, whereas from any other s�dhana there
would be no benefit. Therefore first making faith in harin�ma arise in someone is ni��nta-bha-
jana, and concerning this Mah�prabhu said:

harer n�ma harer n�ma
harer n�maiva kevalam

kalau n�sty eva n�sty eva
n�sty eva gatir anyath�

B¨han-n�rad�ya Pur�Ãa

There is no other way but the n�ma, but one thing is essentialÑfrom where do we hear the
glories of the n�ma? From the guru and Vai§Ãavas. Without first attaining s�dhu-saºga one will
not be able to take the n�ma, and even if he does chant, what kind of n�ma he is chanting will
be questionable. The n�ma which we have received from the guru is like a strong seed. From a
strong seed a healthy plant will emerge, but a weak seed will produce nothing. Similarly, the guru
gives us �abda-brahma, transcendental sound vibration, and taking that harin�ma will produce
the fruit of k¨§Ãa-prema. But the weak seed which is not �abda-brahma and which does not have
perfection inherent within it will only produce the fruits of material enjoyment and liberation. 

ceto-darpaÃa-m�rjanaµ bhava-mah�-d�v�gni-nirv�paÃaµ
�reyaú-kairava-candrik�-vitaraÃaµ vidy�-vadh�-j�vanam

�nand�mbudhi-vardhanaµ prati-padaµ p�rÃ�m¨t�sv�danaµ
sarv�tma-snapanaµ paraµ vijayate �r�-k¨§Ãa-saºk�rtanam

�r� �ik§�§ aka 1
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The first effect of the n�ma is that it cleanses the mirror of the heart, the second effect is that
it extinguishes the fire of misery in the forest of birth and death, the third effect is that like the
rays of the moon it causes the flower of the j�vasÕ ultimate good fortune to bloom, and the fourth
effect is that it bestows the innermost transcendental knowledge which is compared to a young
bride. The fifth effect is that it increases the ocean of transcendental pleasure, the sixth effect is
that it makes us taste the highest nectar at every step, and the seventh is that it thoroughly cools
and purifies us inside and out. These are the seven effects of chanting harin�ma, and after this
it bestows prema, making eight. This gradual awakening beginning with cleansing the mirror of
the heart is ni��nta-bhajana, and after this, when one meditates with rasika-bh�va on the eight
parts of �r� K¨§ÃaÕs day, His direct service is attained.
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Chapter Six

�riy� �uka

Areason given as to why �ukadeva Gosv�m� did not directly mention �r�mat� R�dh�r�Ã�Õs
name in the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam is because Mah�r�ja Par�k§it had only seven days to live,
and uttering R�dhik�Õs name would have thrown �ukadeva into ecstatic trance for six

months. In the Brahma-vaivarta Pur�Ãa, it is mentioned §r� r�dh�-n�ma mantrena murch� san-
masik� bhavet noccareta mata spa§ am par�k§it hit k¨n muniú: if �ukadeva Gosv�m� uttered the
name of �r�mat� R�dhik�, he would at once remember Her pastimes. Due to his r�dh�-prema he
would have become avi§ a-citta, excited and fixed in remembering Her pastimes and activities in
the service of K¨§Ãa. He would then have become internally fixed on K¨§Ãa and externally inert
for six months. But Par�k§it Mah�r�ja had only seven days to live, and �ukadeva wanted him to
have the benefit of hearing the entire �r�mad-Bh�gavatam.

Why would �ukadeva Gosv�m� go into an ecstatic trance at the mere mention of the name of
�r�mat� R�dhik�? In his commentary on his own B¨had-bh�gavat�m¨ta, San�tana Gosv�m� writes,
Ò�r�mat� R�dhik� was the worshipable goddess of �ukadeva Gosv�m�, so whenever he uttered Her
name, he would become avi§ a-citta, internally spiritually excited and externally inert. So in the
�r�mad-Bh�gavatam he has given the name of R�dhik� and other gop�s in a hidden way.Ó
�ukadeva Gosv�m� has therefore not uttered Her name directly, but only indirectly. According
to the rasa-��stra, an indirect utterance is better than a direct one.

ved� brahm�tma-vi§ay�s
tri-k�Ã¶a-vi§ay� ime
parok§a-v�d� ¨§ayaú

parok§aµ mama ca priyam

�r�mad-Bh�g. 11.21.35

K¨§Ãa says, ÒThe Vedas, divided into three divisions, ultimately reveal the living entity as pure
spirit soul. The Vedic seers and mantras, however, deal in esoteric terms, and I am also pleased
by such confidential descriptions.Ó

So �ukadeva Gosv�m� also uttered the gop�sÕ names indirectly, as in Ôanay�r�dhitoÕ (�r�mad-
Bh�g. 10.30.28), which indicates that gop� by whom K¨§Ãa was perfectly worshipped, �r�mat� R�d-
hik�. A rasika-bhakta can understand that it was �r�mat� R�dhik� who had most perfectly wor-
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shipped K¨§Ãa, whom K¨§Ãa had taken away from the r�sa-sthal� or the arena of the r�sa dance,
and whom He had disappeared with in the forest. It was only this gop� whose head and feet K¨§Ãa
had decorated in a secluded place. Even upon uttering the word Ô�r�dhitoÕ, which indicates �r�-
mat� R�dh�r�Ã� and sounds so much like Her name, �ukadeva Gosv�m� at once started becom-
ing avi§ a-citta. But after becoming so emotional, he then changed the subject.

Also in verse 2.4.14 of �r�mad-Bh�gavatam, �ukadeva Gosv�m� used the word Ôr�dhas�Õ, mean-
ing K¨§ÃaÕs unequalled opulence, as an indirect reference to �r�mat� R�dhik�. San�tana Gosv�m�
says that in the five chapters of the Tenth Canto of the Bh�gavatam which describe r�sa, in the
Gop�-g�ta, in the Bhramara-g�ta, and in the Uddhava-sande�a, �ukadeva Gosv�m� has also care-
fully used other words to indirectly denote �r�mat� R�dhik�. He has used the words k��cid dohaµ
hitv� in verse 10.29.5, the words tais taih padais in verse 10.30.26, the words y�µ gop�m anayat
in verse 10.30.35, the words s� vadh�r anvatapyata in verse 10.30.38, and the words k�cit kar�m-
bujaµ �aurer in verse 10.32.4. Each of these quotes denote �r�mat� R�dhik� and the other gop�s.
Those who are rasika-bhaktas, whose eyes are open, can see the names of the gop�s and the name
of �r�mat� R�dhik� everywhere, but those who are blind cannot. Therefore we are especially
grateful to San�tana Gosv�m�, for without his revealing these truths to us, we could never under-
stand. 

But why would �ukadeva Gosv�m� really become so emotional at the mere mention of the name
of �r�mat� R�dhik�? In the Bh�gavatam it is often stated, Ò�r� �uka uv�ca.Ó �r� �uka means �riy�
�uka, or the �uka, parrot, of �r�, �r�mat� R�dhik�. In his �r� �nanda-v¨nd�vana-camp�, Kavi
KarÃap�ra explains that previously �ukadeva was the parrot of R�dhik�, and used to sit on �r�-
mat� R�dhik�Õs left hand while she would feed him the seeds from a pomegranate fruit. She
would pet him affectionately telling him, ÒBolo K¨§Ãa! K¨§Ãa!Ó This parrot would then sweetly
utter the names of K¨§Ãa. 

Once he flew into K¨§ÃaÕs garden at Nandagr�ma where he began singing ÔK¨§Ãa, K¨§ÃaÕ as
sweetly as �r�mat� R�dhik� Herself would, and in the same melodious tone. Hearing this, K¨§Ãa
was very attracted, and noticing this beautiful parrot sitting in the pomegranate tree, He said,
ÒPlease speak some more.Ó Then the parrot began to lament, ÒOh, I am very wretched and
Ôak¨taj�aÕ, ungrateful, because I was sitting in the hand of �r�mat� R�dhik� Herself, and She was
feeding me pomegranate seeds, milk, and rice. She was teaching me how to sing ÔK¨§Ãa, K¨§ÃaÕ
very sweetly, but I flew away and have come here, so I am very unfortunate.Ó Then K¨§Ãa took the
parrot in His hand and began to fondle it. In the meantime, Lalit� and Vi��kh� came and said,
ÒThis parrot belongs to our mistress, �r�mat� R�dhik�. It is so dear to Her that She cannot live
without it, so please give it to us, and we will return it to R�dhik�.Ó

K¨§Ãa replied, ÒIf it is really Hers, then when you call it, it will come to you. And sakh�s, if he
is not really Hers, then he will not come to you.Ó

They tried many times to call the parrot, but it would not come to them. Then they began scold-
ing K¨§Ãa, saying, ÒWhatever comes to You never gets returned to its rightful owner!Ó Next they
approached Mother Ya�od� and explained the situation, so Ya�od� came and snatched the par-
rot away from K¨§Ãa, saying, ÒYou are always doing nothing but playing with animals and birds!
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It is time for Your bath. Your father is prepared to take his meal, but without You he cannot take
it. So come at once!Ó Then she gave the parrot to Lalit� and Vi��kh� and dragged K¨§Ãa away.

Before R�dh� and K¨§Ãa returned to Goloka-V¨nd�vana, They told the parrot, ÒYou must
remain in this world to propagate the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam.Ó The parrot began to weep, but They
both told him, ÒExcept for you there is no qualified personality to manifest the Bh�gavatam, so
you must remain here.Ó So after the disappearance of R�dhik� and K¨§Ãa, the parrot began
searching for a place where k¨§Ãa-kath� was being spoken. Knowing that �aºkara was a great
devotee of K¨§Ãa, he flew to Kail��a Mountain where he found �aºkara reciting that same �r�-
mad-Bh�gavatam to his wife P�rvat�. So he sat in a tree, and being well camouflaged, his presence
was unknown to �aºkara.

Because the first three cantos of the Bh�gavatam are very philosophical, in accordance with the
nature of a woman P�rvat� fell asleep as she was hearing it. She wanted to hear only the roman-
tic pastimes, especially how R�dh� and K¨§Ãa would meet and walk and laugh together. Now and
then the parrot would reply, ÒYes, yes,Ó and �aºkara would carry on eagerly reciting, thinking
that P�rvat� was listening.

When �aºkara completed reciting the Twelfth Canto, P�rvat� at once awakened and said, ÒBut
I have not heard what I desired to! Have you already spoken the Tenth Canto? Please recite it to
me again.Ó Then �aºkara thought, ÒThen who has been hearing, and from time to time saying,
ÔYes, yes, it is very niceÕ in the same tone as P�rvat�?Ó He began searching, and then, noticing that
there was a very beautiful parrot sitting on the branch of a nearby tree, he thought, ÒA parrot can
imitate anyoneÕs voice, so perhaps he has been saying it. No unqualified person should hear �r�-
mad-Bh�gavatam. Because he is a bird, he is unqualified, so he should be immediately killed, oth-
erwise he may misuse what he has heard.Ó Picking up his trident, �aºkara went to kill the parrot,
but it flew away and entered the ��rama of Vy�sadeva on the bank of the river Ganges at
Badarik��rama. There he saw that Vy�sadeva was reciting the same �r�mad-Bh�gavatam to his
wife, who was so wonderstruck upon hearing it that her mouth was hanging open in astonish-
ment. Therefore the parrot flew into her mouth and went inside her. Pursuing that parrot,
�aºkara arrived there with his trident in his hand and said, ÒVy�sadeva, I offer praÃ�ma to you.
I am following a parrotÑhave you seen it?Ó

Laughing, Vy�sadeva replied, ÒWhy are you searching for a parrot?Ó
ÒI want to kill it.Ó
ÒWhy?Ó
ÒBecause he has heard the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam, but he is unqualified to have done so.Ó
ÒMay I ask you what is the result of hearing the Bh�gavatam?Ó
ÒOne becomes immortal.Ó
ÒSo if he has now become immortal, how will you kill him? You should abandon this idea and

return to your ��rama.Ó Realising that the parrot could not be killed, �aºkara returned to Kail��a.
After living in his motherÔs womb for sixteen years, this parrot appeared in the form of �ukadeva
and later spoke the Bh�gavatam. So because �ukadeva was previously �riy� �uka, the parrot of �r�-
mat� R�dhik� Herself, he was so rasika that he could not utter the name of R�dhik� without
becoming avi§ a-citta.
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Other Pur�Ãas mention �r�mat� R�dh�r�Ã� directly, but these Pur�Ãas are not one-hundred per
cent free from the tinges of karma and j��na. The Bh�gavatam is beyond the other Pur�Ãas and
unique in its freedom from all expressions other than the glorification of k¨§Ãa-bhakti. No hint
of karma or j��na taint its pages.

The goal of the Bh�gavatam, in essence, even more than glorifying K¨§Ãa, is to glorify �r�mat�
R�dh�r�Ã�. This is so because R�dhik� possesses the most selfless love for K¨§Ãa, more than the
other residents of V¨nd�vana, and even more than the other gop�s. This being true, the Bh�ga-
vatam thus mentions the glories of R�dhik� in practically every verse. Those who have the eyes
to see can perceive R�dhik�Õs name everywhere, in every verse. But �ukadeva Gosv�m� has care-
fully spoken the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam so that these glories are mentioned only indirectly. This is
natural, for one keeps those things which are dearest to him hidden, protected from the unqual-
ified who cannot fully appreciate them. As a chaste wife covers her head in public with her s�r�
and uncovers it only in the presence of her husband, so �ukadeva has presented the truth about
�r�mat� R�dhik� in a covered fashion. Only the rasika-bhaktas who possess the proper eligibility
can actually pierce �ukadevaÕs covering.

Another analogy can help us to understand this point. The naked body of a woman is not so
beautiful, but if she covers her body with a fine transparent cloth and then water is poured on
that cloth, each of her features are revealed. This is how to appreciate the beautiful features of
a woman. Similarly, the glories of �r�mat� R�dhik� are enhanced through the thin covering sup-
plied by the author, the supremely intelligent �ukadeva Gosv�m�. Covering Her supreme posi-
tion also enhances the ultimate revelation of those glories, as things obtained with hardship are
appreciated more than those easily attained. Therefore the attainment of prema must necessar-
ily include the overcoming of obstacles.

Like oil hidden within mustard seeds or butter hidden within milk, the glories of �r�mat� R�d-
hik� are hidden within the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam. But the foolish cannot recognise them. The
commentaries of �r�la J�va Gosv�m� and �r�la Vi�van�tha Cakravart� æh�kura, however, reveal
those glories to us. In verse 10.14.34, Brahm� prayed to become a blade of grass in V¨nd�vana so
he could catch the dust from the feet of all the residents of Vraja. Uddhava, on the other hand,
also desired to take birth as a blade of grass in V¨nd�vana, but only wished to obtain the dust of
the feet of one gop�. (The word caraÃa-renu, Òthe dust from the feet,Ó is singular in verse
10.47.61.) He wanted only the dust from the feet of that gop� who had gone off alone during the
r�sa dance. And who was that gop�? �r�mat� R�dhik�.

After leaving the gop�s during the r�sa dance, K¨§Ãa was smiling a mild, closed smile. Inside,
He felt ashamed that He had caused the gop�s some difficulty. Verses 10.32.4, 5, 7, and 8 describe
that one gop� (Candr�val�) took K¨§ÃaÕs feet in her lap, another (�y�mal�) took His hand,
another (�aiby�) took His other hand, yet another (Padm�) mildly chastised Him, another (Lal-
it�) said with some sarcasm, ÒOh, You are a very good friend!Ó, and another (Vi��kh�) was cry-
ing. Verse 10.32.6 describes a seventh gop� who exhibited m�na, jealous anger, from a distance,
expressing through Her glance that She believed K¨§Ãa was ungrateful considering all that the
gop�s had done for Him. This was �r�mat� R�dhik�.
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�r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu is K¨§Ãa Himself having assumed the mood of �r�mat� R�dhik�, and
He tells us that the gop�s are the best worshippers of K¨§Ãa. If the Bh�gavatam did not contain
the glories of �r�mat� R�dhik�, �r� Caitanya Mah�prabhu would have never touched it. But
because Her glories are present within every verse, He embraced the Bh�gavatam close to His
breast.

Thus the �r�mad-Bh�gavatam is certainly the spotless Pur�Ãa, and because of its level of pre-
sentation of rasa and siddh�nta, it is without a doubt the most authorised scripture.
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